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ALL HOLLAND SENDS GIFTS
FOR EXPECTED HEIR TO THRONE
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HARRItVIAN BACK ON WALL STREET

That .Standard on
Has Driven Out Com.
petition and Controls Business.

Rule

Oi

Is Introduced Limiting
Length of Amendments to be
Offered.

If
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WERE CUT
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Government Brief Reviews History
of the Oil Company and
Outlines Methods by

-
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con-tiac-

lows:

"The Standard Oil trust and the
Standard Oil company on an Investment of $'., 021, 480 had earned up
of lu6
$838,7S3,7.
to the end
Adding the estimated profit of 1K07
a
substantially
and 1908, we have
billion dollars earned by this company in 27 years with an original investment of about $69,000,000."
Further on the brief says:
"It has usually been claimed for
large corporations in this country
that they have increased business
and decreased the cost to the consumer but In the case of the Standard
years
it has during ten or fifteen
actually Increased the price to toe retailer and this,' a good deal more
than the prices of other products, although the price of its raw material
and cost of manufacture and sale
has Increased
daring th.e years
verv little if any."
ft is stated that from 1 87 4 to 1882
of
control
the Standard obtained
practically all of the pipe lines then
existing and brought them together
under the control of the National
Transit company and ever since :t
has nought to prevent, or destroy pipe
It tlrst sought to
line competition.
control the Tidewater Pipe company,
then the only pipe line to the seaboard and succeeded in getting an
agreement for division of the business Through this and other agrer- (Ountlnucd on
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A NEW I'lioTl Hi 11APH, AND HER
PIiIN K HUNK V.
Never was stork awaited so eagerly us the one
Tile Hague, April
which now hovers over the royal palace of Holland.
Queen Wilhelniina and the people of Holland have twice been disap
pointed in their dearest wish.
For Holland's girl queen she is now a woman of 2S is the last of the
old house of orange. Pnless un heir comes, the rule will pass to the duke
of Saxe Weimar, u German prince.
With the Duke of Saxe Weimar remuinlng as heir apparent, comes the
dread fear of German absorption. The tiny kingdom fought so hard for Its
Independence 200 years ago. In every loyal Dutch home prayers are going
up thut Peter pan steers safely from the Never Never land with a tiny prince
or princess of Holland.
In every Holland city, presents have been purchased for the prince or
princess to be. Kich and poor have 'contributed to the fund with patriotic
seal. The presents are ledged unrfer gHnrd rt the east la. Utrecht has purchased richly chased and decorated toilet sets. Amsterdam sent gold plate and gold spoon and fork. From smaller cities have come
a cradle of rosewood, a great lace pillow, a gold rattle, a tiny child's ring,
a toilet box for baby's clothes, lined in brownish green, the queen's favorite
color, a mail cart, a beautiful lace quilt. The love and hopes of Holland go
with the gifts.
If it's a girl the bells will ring, and thanksgiving services be held all
over the kingdam
If it's a boy well, Holland will throw its cap Into the
air, and dance a wooden shoed dance of Joy that will he heard around the
world.
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AfQl'ITTKU FOll MlltDKK.
Washington, April 5. The supreme
court today affirmed
the decision
acquitting William K. Mason and Joseph Vanderwelde. who In 1907 were
charged with the murder of Joseph
Walker, a special agent of the department of JuMtlcc, at a coal mine in
I.a Plata county, Colorado. The men
pleaded self defense and were acquitted in the state court. The federal district court later upheld this
verdict and an appeal was taken.
DFA IDF.S

lb-gi-

Kcprcx'iitiitivc Itelleve Aid Kxtendcd
Years
should be lU'puid

.t

'

Washington, A pi il 5. Representative Murdock. of Kansas, has introduced a bill calling upon the states to
refund the money that Andrew Jackson distributed among them In ls3(i,
when the surplus from the sale of
public lands reached $3S.OOO,nno.
"Up In the treasury are l ie written
promises of 28 states to pay tu k
when directed to do so, the mum y
that they procun d from the federal
government," explained Mr. Murdock,
"Proli.ibly three, certainly New York
and possibly Delaware and New Jersey, have kept intact the money deposited with them. The other states
am told
have spent the iniiny.
that the state of New York loans out
the 4 mllli'Hi dollars w hich it obtained
and enjoys the benefit of the interest.
In these times w'hen the federal goEKPECIS HEIR SOON
vernment needing the money 1 believe
that New York tdwuld repay thut
amount. It is necessary for Congress,
It Arrlv.s, she Will Have lite
lo make liie demand for the money." When
Whip llaiid Over tool llccausc
of I'rov Ision In lather's W ill.
PI.KNTY OF SKIN KY,
London, April :. The rate of disApril 5. The Record ll.r.
Chicago.
was
count of the Hank of F.ugl-anhas bi en received that
reduced today from 2 to 2 '.j per rent. iiid says news lie
Sagan expect the
tin' Princess
This is the first change since Janu- arrival
heir to the le Sagan
ary 14. when the rate was advanced name of a newGould
millions in June
and the
from 2';! per cent to 2 per cent,
July, which will give her the whip
mainly for the purpose of building up or
hand over Count Uoni de Castellane.
the hank's gold r serve.
the will of her father .die may
The steady influx of gold from all Under
fortune to any of her chilquartern, especially from America, give her may
sh,. may disdesire
dren
she
of
the
Hank
of
directors
the
decided
Hotil calldren if he per-siEngland to reduce the bank rale to inheritin the
bring stubborn.
2
per ceiit at today's meeting. The
prospects all point to a plethora of
itm tiii:
money throughout the summer and
Washington, April 5. A decision
in some quarters a further reduction was
rendered today by Commissioner
to 2 per cent Is forecasted.
Jiennett of the general land office in
fovor of the contestants and against
SNOW IN MOUNTAINS.
s the Ked IjiihIs Irrigation and power
A heavy snow
Denver. April
Koeky (i mpany. a Colorado corporation, in
I'levalling over the entire
anoint. i in region, extending south .o the case invoking 14 desert land enSanta Fe, N. M. north to central tries approximating 4.200 acres in th
He recomland district.
Wyoming and west to Salt l.ak". Montro-More than eight inches of snow hav.1 mends that the entries be cancelled
fallen h' re. The 8torni will oe of oi, the giniind that they were nit
gteat benefit anil the railio.nls report mail" in good faith. This is subje.-t i further appeal.
little inconvenience.
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reSan Diego. April 5. Advice
ceived this morning from Magdalen,
where the steamship Indiana, of the
Pacific Mail Steamship company went
ashore, say that the passengers of
the Indiana have been taken off by
the cruiser California and that the
Indiana will prove a total loss.
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that President
St,, rnian of District 18. lluited Mine
Workers of America, w ilt tc prosecuted for organizing a strike contrary
to the Lctnloux act. Miners of two
companl n have signed agreements ti
n I in n to work .

Faiik. Alberta.
(onimmly reported

i

April

DKNII2S SllUllli
Lyons, N. Y., April

I

CM A I U.K.

Calmly
Georgia
si rting her Innocence
Sampson was placed on trial today,
c.iarged with killing her husband,
Harry Sampson, nepii
of Admiral
Sampson.
5.
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Naples. April 6. The
steamer
Hamburg with Roosevelt aboard arrived at 1:05 this afternoon.
r
I k
It is calculated that fully 5,009
n
n
i j'Xt?
forelgqers 'have come to the city especially from Capri, Sorento
and
Amnlfl to catch a glimpse of the former president.
The Hamburg was
given a hearty greeting as she dropped anchor in the bay.
1
Amerienn flags floated from ths
rpy-- ;
; ,
consulate, all the hotels and many
private residences. All tha ships .'n
the harbor were decorated In honor
of the arrival.
When the Hamburg was sighted,
cheers qurst from a thousand throaU
v
" 6
ii.iii.i"
i- and small craft of all sorts leaped
, tf t
- rTf M
riti1irMflLJJ- f
y
j
( fitlsfc P
ti
from the shore to surround the liner.
preSNAPSHOT OF THE WIZARD AND MISS MARY HAKKIMAN, ON Though the police had taken
THEIR ARRIVAL IN NEW YORK FROM THE LONG SWINU A ROUND cautions, many broke through the
THE CIRCLE THAT TOOK THEM TO THE SOCTH, PACIFIC COAST, lines and cams alongside, cheering
apand ' singing. The passengers
WEST AND NORTH.
plauded the singing and Roosevelt
could be seen, smiling tils appreciation. Crowds were gathered on shore
at every point.
FOREST SERVICE PLANS TO GIVE
Roosevelt
At 4:80 this afternoon
landed at Arsenal docks In company
with Ambassador Grlscom. -
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LUMBER PRICES IN SOUTHWEST
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In

tin- selection of grades reported
upon and of the firms from which reports are received. i very effort Is
made and caution exercised to get
sales that are representative. The
reports
upon wli'-- e
the
report
voluntarily
r
rd
based
their actual sabs in the same man-i- n
r that the lumber manufacturers
voluntarily report their annual
i
of the census
to the
The manufacand tile forest si rv lei
information
their
turers
repoit
I romptly
and few
and ac inati
work done by
pieces of
the government are mole appreciated
The success of the w rok in other
by them than this.
I

bu'-eai-

.

!

markets of the country Is sure t'
huve similar results in the southwest.
Heretofore, reports on wholesale lumber prices have been available
for
only a fvv markets of states In tills
section, officers of the forest service
at Albuquerque think that this territory offers an excellent field for the
work and with tho voluntary
of operators In this district,
It promises many future benefits to
all who take part In it.
TO FOLLOW
AKHKNT OF CIIIN'KSi:
Washington, April 5. Suitable action will be taken by the state
protest
ut In regard to the
from tne Chinese miulnter against
the arrest In Pittsburg of Yip Yen, a
prominent Chinese merchant of Vancouver, H. C. and livv Sy Kl, Taotai
ot K,wangsl province, China, wnich
was taken up by Secretary Knox today. It was said at the state department that the governor of Pennsylvania and the mayor of Pittsburg w ill
probably make apology for tne arrest
of the two prominent Chinese.
APOLOGY

ItKPOKT SIMM GXKDK.N
W ILL M KRY I'ltlNCK.
Chicago. April !. The Tribune today prints the following special cable from Paris:
in
"There is a persistent rumor
Paris that Mary Garden Intends lo
marry Prince Mavroeordato Immediately after her arrival here at the
cud of April.
"She ha cancelled her engagement
to sing at the Paris opera this spring,
to the consternation
Messager,
of
w ho, in retaliation,
has engaged Linu
Vavalieri to sing Thais, commencing
April in."

SKI'
FOR LITIIKIt DROWN
5.
April
San Francisco.
Luther
G Hrown, indicted for subornation of
perjury in connection with the kidnaping of Fremont older in September, ls07, will be placed on
trial
April 25. in Judge Dunne's department of the superior court.
The date was fixed today after Assistant District Attorney Ferrari haJ
stated to the judge that the prosecution was prepared to pro, 'ceil with th
case.
TRI AL
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I

K IS

ASSIST LEPERS

Went to Leper Island
Wire of
to Help Her HiisIhiihI In Ills ,
Work.
iHN-to-

The wholesale lumber price rico'd
work for forest service district No. 3.
Including Arizona, Arkansas,
Mexico and Oklahoma, which formerly has been handled by the district
headquarters at Denver
has been
:n
tiansferred to the headquarters
this city. Form letters have ben sent
out to
for the first tlms
and returns up to the present Indicate that the work In the southwest
will b" put on Just as fatisfactory a
basis as it is in other sections of the
Unite, states.
During the past ten months the
forest service has been compiling a
moiit.ily record of wholesale prices of
Hie principal grades of lumber in the
hading markets or the country. In
irakiug a compilation of a continuous
record of the selling prices of lumber
the government Is filling a distinct
gap In the Information available upon
the lumber Industry a gap which
does not exist In any other great In- list y In nil important It, Ids of business and commerce where raw mahandled,
terials an- - produced and
with the exception of the lumber industry, there are detailed statistic
upon production.
and
consumption
piices. lii almost any leading newspaper, there are quoted the current
selling prices of livestock, cereals,
cotton and other agricultural products
of pig Iron, copper, silver, petroleum
ami other mineral products.
ranking
Tinlumber industry.
fourth among the industries of the
country, ha's not even had annual
statistics of production until the last
three years. Up to the present tinitt,
neither the producers nor the consumers of lumber could get any au-tltitle and general statement of tne
prices for which the leading grades
have recently sold in the great centers of ilixtrihpt ion.
Prices asked for lumber are not
compiled by the fori st service. All
lh.it it does is to compile as best it
tan through the help of
in e,ry section of the country, a
record of what lumber has actually
representative
sold
Several
for.
report
wholesalers in each murk-f each
to the service at the 'lid
month the a"iag high and low
prices received by tin m during the
are combined
iilli. Tlnse report
mar:n a single statement for each

HER LIFE

GAVE

The pepartment will Assist by Publishing Figures Showing
Prices In This Industry as It Already Does In the East.

n

FAIK MKKTING TON U. II I .
Tonight at the Armory the
men
business and professional
of the city and. in fact, everybody Interested, will no et
to
dixcurs plans for the annual New
Mexico fair.
it is planned lo
tiehold the
Traction
at
I'ark grounds tins fall as it has
been neld In the pit and while
it may not be possible to have
the diversity of xhihits as last
year, It is expected that Albuquerque Will be al'le to give ulie
of the test fair this year ever
'
attempted.
The board of control ,i the
Irrigation congress which also
territorial
had charge of tie
fair, will make n- - final report
tonight.
The
at the meeting
board has paid all Mils and has
over
to
turn
a balance on hand
to the fair association. It also
has a number of exhibits that
can be used, which vill add
sich rably to the loolu
of
booth at the fair.
In
tile
man
Every business
citv is asked to attend trie
meeting tonight to hear the report of the board and to discuss
plans for tin- fur this fall. It is
desired to have the opinion of
everyone on what should be d me
and the way to do it

WERED!SARRANGD
They Made Effort to Keep People
Back but Their Lines Were
Broken and Boats

If

x

DISPKNSAKY CASK.
Washington, April 5. The South
case involving
Carolina dispensary
of $900,000 dispensary
;ovcriiiiien(
Prosecution of the disposition
funds was today decided by the suAlleyitl
Frauds in Which
preme court in favor of the dispengovernor is Involved.
sary commission.
'
Tulas, Ok la., April 5.- - Govern r
ONt'K l'IIINi:sK. ALWAYS
Haskell and six other prominent
ITIIZF.N OF KMPIKi:
who are under indictment
for alleged frauds In the Muskog-- e
Pekin, April 5. The new naturalilow n lot cases, appeared in the United zation law promulgated
today deStates circuit court thin morning for clares that Chinese may no longer
Judge Joan A. Marshall, of adopt foreign citizenship and all who
trial.
Utah, special Judge to try the cases, In the past have become subjects of
y
was present, besides the strongest
foreign nations still are Chinese.
of counsel ever interested here. A
motion to iiash the indictments was GOMIKNOK POYVIF.lt IS lF.D.
t tal.eir up, tin motion of the de-- !
Lincoln, April ,". W. A. Poynti r.
fen.-- e
being that there was wrongful firmer governor of Nebraska, while
ei.e.daet on the part of government making a upeech In the office of Govattorneys in obtaining
the indict- ernor Shellenbt rger at a hearing of
ments.
the daylight saloon bill, was stricken
w ith apoplexy and dh d within a few
minutes.

APPEAR FOR TRIAL

MONEY

reported today. It orders to limit
the aniendements coming from the
committee on lumber. hids, barley
and malt to a paragraph.
A rule to be reporiel today In the
House to govern the amendments to
the Pajne bill will provide 26 per
cent ad valorem duty on petroleum
In place of the present countervailing
duty nnd will permit a vote in the
question of free lumber.
"The protection clock strikes 12 in
this bill as certainly as I am standing
here," said Mr. Ilurgess of Texas,
in opposing the protective policy of
the Republican party. "You arc deluding, you are making an effort to
give the people bread but you know
you are not doing It," he exclaimed.
Messrs. Lcgarlo and Ocampo, resident Philippine commissioners, today received a cablegram which they
regard as u complete rebuttal of the
statements Issued from the insular
bureau to the effect that the business
Interests of the Islands are favorable to the Payne bill
The message
Is from President
of the
Philippine chamber iH' iiimmei'o".
Fe.v-ande-

PLANS OF POLICE

Surrounded the

Washington, D. C, April 5. The
final vote on the tariff bill has been
llxed for Friday nt 3 p. m. In a rule

v

Thousands Throng the Shores
to Cheer When Ham-bur- g
Drops
Anchor.

l

Schedules.

April 5. The government today filed in the circuit court
of the United States its brief in the
case of the United States against
me ianuaru oil company of New
Jersey, by which it in sought to
that corporation.
Tne brief rev lew s the history 0f the
company, a, id dedans the testimony
sliows that tlte various defendants
have pursued a system nf unfair competition whereby tne Independent
companies selling anil marketing petroleum have either been driven out
ot business or so restricted that the
Standard ha.s practically controlled
the prices and monopolized com
merce in petroleum proucts.
this system, It is contended, hus
taken the form of price cutting in
various localities while keeping up
high prices or luising them still lilgh-e- in other localities where no com
petition exist; of paying rebates to
customers as a part of their system
of price cutting; of obtaining secret
information as to competitive busi
ness, largely through bribing railway
employes and using their secret In
formation to procure the countermanding of orders
of independent
procurers ond to facilitate the price
cutting policy; of the. use of compa
nies held out by the Standard as in
dependent, which, are engaged jn
price cutting, while the Standard
maintains the price through Its well
knowu companies and other abusive
competitive
against
methods
th
competitors.
The Standard oil company, the
brief alleges,
particularly able w
carry on this competion for the rea
son that It Joes not Bell its product
at central market or through ordi
nary channels us most other ordinary
manufacturers.
It markets its products to the retailer in every village
and community in the United States
and it sells directly to the consumers,
It is also held that the testimony
taken in Standard prosecutions shows
that the company through the Galena signal oil company also controls
about 97 Ms per cent of the lubrica
Una ot Illinois and that it sells to
most railroads at enormous prollts.
This is evidenced by the net earnings
of the company, which in 1906 were
about 112 per cent on the capital
stock actually paid in and about lua
per cent u a liboral valuation of the
capital used.
to
It i aUo charged the prices
most railroads are substantially double the prices charfted to a few favored lines notably the Pennsylvania,
For instance, the brief says, the New
York Central railroad for ten years
has paid about 100 per cent per gallon more than the Pennsylvania. It
is also stated
that wherever the
ts
Standard can do an, it has made
It
whereby
has cither marketed
either a part or' all the product of
or ha;
the independent refineries
limited the output.
One of the evidences of monopoly,
it is charged, Is the company's enormous oarnings summarized as fol-
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Declares That Effort Is Being
Made to Provide Bread but
It Isn't Being Done
Under New
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CENTER OF GREAT

FORFRIDAY
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TARIFF BILL FIXED

(3

OIL TRUST

VOTE

Fair la south, snow
tonight.
Tuesday fair,

north portion
slightly warmer,
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Denver, Colo., April 5
In

THS NBWS FIRST

GETT

-

WEATHER

r

Winchcsdon, Mass., April 5. A
cable from Molokal, Island of Hawaii
brings news of the death of Mrs. WalUrlnkerhorT, formerly
Miss
ter N.
Nellie White, of this city, daughter
Nelson D. Whin
of
John D.
and a niece of
Long. She went to the leper island
with her husband to give her life in
an attempt to find a cure for the lepers there.
multi-millionai- re

NKGRO IS ON TRIAL.
The trlul of Joshua Rodgers, a negro, charged with stealing money
from a purse belonging to a woman
riding on a train, between this city
and Isleta, was begun this morning.
The Santa Fe railway company is assisting In prosecuting the case. The
offense was committed last October.
brought
suit
Rodgers
Jerdon
against the Santa Fe today to recover
damages alleged to have been suffered through the loss of two Jacks
and a stallion shipped by him from
Olathe, Kan., to San Marclal.
The Mutual Hullding association,
Frank McKee, trustee, made Mrs.
Clara R. Tegner, a widow, th" defendant in a suit of foreclosure.
TIIK TOWN WILL .MOURN.
April 5.- - In
Mexico,
'Acapulco.
deference to the memory of those
who lost their lives in the recent theatre holocaust, Governor Damien
Flores has asked that there be no
demonstration on the date of his second inauguration this month. Th
his
In
people killed had gulhered
honor and the governor has directed
that the decorations thin thne be in
black as a tribute to the victims.

?

l'lS ON TRAIN.
York, April D. The individual paper drinking cup has been
railadopted by the Lackawanna
i
road,
Lackawanna
iPasseugtrs on the
limited find a small nickel plated device adjacent to the water cooler.
Nested within a tube are a hundred
or more white drinking cups, which,
cine drawn forth and used, cannot
be replaced
These cups are stiffened by a coating of parartn anil being manufacV WT si M FOR III SSI N
are untouched
ICMY. tured automatically,
St. Petersburg. Artil ."i. The ilnll-m- a by hands until they reach those of
today adopted the army budget the drinker.
of $2T.,2O0.000, an increase of
over last year. Lieutenant PROSPFXT IN MISSOl 111
GOOD FK PROHIISITION
General Zahielin cf the war department
plans for the
Jefferson City. Mo.. April S Th"
announced
amendment
strengthening of the defenses of the proposed constitutional
state-wid- e
prohibition
establishing
western
frontier and the abandonspecial
vi
order for
as today made u
ment of secondary fortresses.
April 8 by the House of Representav
SWKDISII MI.DM. ItIK KDISON.
tives. The measure was reported
Royal
f. The
Stockholm. April
and the Democrats tried to force
Academy has prtsoutcd Thomas A.
but by 4
s immediate consideration,
,g dd arid party vote the Republicans do- -:
d
Edixon
with the
medal for his inventions In connecated thw effort, 57 to 50. It is
tion with the phonograph and the
aimed the measure will receive 7.
votes in the House and II In tad
Incandescent light. This medal Is conferred only one' In ten years.
.' natc ami thus be passed.
$21.-soo.n-

Adel-klol-

SNITARY
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EYES CACHE CAIl KH RXKSK.
If an Individual Is Immune all
through childhood and early life, but
develops ear sickness as an adult, the
fault will probably he found to rest
with the eyes and the way to avoid
It Is to travel with the eyes closed, or,
better still, to start with properly
fitted glasses. It Ig easy to understand why this should be so. So
when the eyes need glasses the whole
nervous equilibrium of the body suffers, even under the best conditions,
and when to this struggle is added
the vibration of the
anil the
temptation to watch passing scenery
through the windows the struggle
turns Into active revolt of the whole
system against imposition.
The proof that ear sickness and
are not quite the same
Is found in the fact that a person mny
be a good sailor and yet suffer dreadfully with car sickness, and vice
versa, while Its occurrence In cables
would go to show that the sense impressions that is to say, the Impressions gained by the ear, the eye or
the nose are not at the root of this
disorder, because In very tiny babies
the sense Impressions are undeveloped, or at best very feebly developed.
As a further proof of this, car sickness often comes on during sleep, and
when this occurs the eyes, of course,
are not the cause In that particular
case.
The symptoms of car sickness may
be "f a most appalling violence, the
"late of collapse being so extreme
that death Is often feared. It Is com
forting to know that this fear Is unfounded, and that although persons
may he dreadfully 111. they rarely. If
ever, succumb. Youth's Companion.

WOMAN

5

CURED

Scaltlo Is Rushing Work on
Big Show Which Will
Open This

March 19, 1909.
Territory of New Mexico. Offlee of the Secretary 8 or
with wcllon
Public notice is hereby given that In complianceThirty-eightlegish
Council substitute for lion bill No. 213 of the
Peorct.irj of
required the Mexico,
lative assembly, approved March 17. 1909.
1 he
the Territory to designate an oillcial newspaper of New
Albuquerque Citizen Is hereby designated as

Jaunty angle, has easily paused the
harp-eye- d
Inspectors..
Calais (Me.)
dispatch to New York Herald.

EXPOSITION TOlANOTHER
BE READY BY

By Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound

i

Gardiner, Maine. "I have been a
(Treat sutTerer from organic troubles
ana a severe lemaie
signed)
New Mexico,
weakness.
The
ew
.e.evu..
nty-'Secretary
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THE 0STERM00R COSTS YOU MORE
t

The Futrelle Best Costs You Less
and is a better mattress. Get the Javanese Vegetable Doxn Mattrees, it is sanitary, costs you
less, and there is no better made.
tWE HAVE THE FULL SIZE AT $10.50

Best of cotton tilled Quilts in extra large sizes at
$2.00 and up. Come in and see our line. We
have everything in bedding.
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD.

Futrelle Furniture Co.

I

Wist end Viaduct.

REPORT OP THE CONDITION OF

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OP ALBUQUERQUE. N M

At the Close of Business January 4 1909

,

:

',j

RESOURCES
Loans and Discount:
Bonds and Other Securities
Real Estate

I

"

one-hal-

!

4 W

$20,071.71
10.000.0
1 2.000.0
, too. 10
$S$, 910.91

$

Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Due from other Ranks

.

.

$1,311,041

LIABILITIES

.

nt

-

Capital Paid Up
8urplu and Profits
Deposits Subject to Check
Time Certificates of Deposit

DS0.000.M

$

.

40.01J.lt

...

(11,1(1,1

.xx...

4(4,t(.S7

$1. $21,111

Territory ef New
County
I,
named
to the

Mexico,

s.
of Bernalillo.
W. 8. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the above
bank, do solemnly Swear that the above statement is true
best of my knowledg and belief.
W. 8. eSTRICKLKR.

Vice President and CahtT
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Ith day of tannarv.

A. D. 1909.

It.

,

M. MERHITT.
i:ot-- s
Public.

Correct Attest:
SOLOMON LUNA.
J. C. BALDRIDQE
W. J. JOHNSON.

Austria-Hal-ka-

Hungary.
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U. B. RAY, Secretary-TreasureRIDLEY, President
WILLIAM BRYCE, MANAGER

r

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machine Woks
(INCORPORATED)

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque,

N. M.

j

y

e

GROSS

KELLY & COMPANY
INCORPORA TED

WHOLESALE
GROCERS
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

-

Albuquerque and Las Vegas

lnd

s

We have the
and

up-to-da-

between

If you need

Doors, Casings, Sash, Mouldings, or
Special Work of Any Kind

under-esignee-

-

l.

Write or

MILL
SUPERIOR LUMBER
Albuquerque, N. M.

CO.

Citizen WantAds for Results

" n or9

don't believe
hear.

every

thing

yon

Thornton, the Cleaner
It not dead; Is not out of Business, and CAN'T GO OUT.
more
B convlrcsd that he's
alive than ever.
Steam Cleaning Plant 137 South
Walter street. Telephone 410.
Subscribe for the

tks NEWS.

CI t lien

aa Oct

ED. F0URNELLE

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing Promptly

Attended

Phones:

ResidenoB 661

Shop

1065;

Ship Corner Fourth St.
ALBUQUERQUE,

to

ui Cijitf An.
N. M.
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of revenge. They hold that
In the rules fight was
due largely to the brewers, agisted
by Tammany Hall. It thus appears
that the brewers are not yet out of
the woods.
On the question of the coffee
of the Payne bill an interesting discovery has been made by certain eastern interests, which are tell
lng Congress that If the Payne bill's
coffee provision should be come a law,
It will place the entire control of the
Brazilian coffee values In the hands
of half a doen Wall street coffee operators, even shutting out the government
at Washington.
Congress Faces an IncreasThe claim is made that under the
terms of the Payne bill, fixing the
ingly Serious Problem In
tax on valorized coffee at a sliding
scale, equal to the eport taxes of
Fixing Tariff Schedthe exporting countries, the coffee
markets of South America would be
ules.
manipulated from Wall street.
Here Is the way in which It Is said
Washington, D. C, April E. Pres- the scheme would work: Whenever
F. H. MITCHELL
ident Tuft and the leaders In Con- the American Imports had Imported
on
gress are worrh d over the diffieul-tie- s sufficiently, they would prevail
FELIPE GURULE
Sao Paulo to Increase the export tax,
that are In the way of getting whereupon the American tax would
sufficient revenue under any tariff s,.('c up with It. effectually closing
Hill that may be enacted.
The outhe floor to all competing countries.
good.
look la
The door could be as easily opened,
The only way additional revenues :t Is claimed, by the opposite procan be secured s through some form cess, when fresh Importations were
13. Rockefeller,
William Rockefeller,
f direct taxation, and to the sev- dired.
Henry H. Rogers, Henry M. Fhigler,
eral plans looking to such taxes there
It Is not charged that the men who
Oliver H. Payne and Charles M.
Kvery man In the framed the
Is loud objection.
Payne bill knew how
Pratt.
country seems to favor the lowering their coffee tax would work, and now
The government's prayer for tlw
of duties and- the imposition of di- that the discovery has been made, It
dissolution of the Oil tmst covers
rect taxes on the man In the next is pretty safe to sar that the bill will
several pages of manuscript. Th
csaaty.
be amended to meet the conditions
sense of it may be had from this exIt is understood that Senator
outlined.
her
tract:
has said that he will not put
The tariff bill which will go t
"The United States of America
an Inheritance tax paragraph into president for approval, will be lar.
prays your honor to order, adjudge,
the tariff bill his committee will re- written by Senator Aldrich and his
and decree that the combination and
port to the senate. It is doubtful if associates on the Senate finance com- conspiracy hereinbefore described i'
the house will even stand for such amlUPe When It comes time for Mr.
unlawful, and that all acts done or
tax. Should this tax bo omitted, theiTaft tl) brlnf? pressurf, to bear, either
to be done to carry it out are In detreisury will be about $20,000,000 ,n tho dlrcctlon ot sufficient revenues
rogation of the common rights of all
pooret each year than other wise or of fanning party pledges, It w ill
woii.d be the case. If the duty
to bear on the Aldrich Government attorneys Today the people of the United States an I
brought
in violation of the act of Congress of
should be omitted, there will p committee, for the bill by that time
July 2. 1S90, entitled "an act to proaoout 2.0tiii.of( of prospective rev- - wll, ,mV(. ml(,st.,i from the control of
Begin
Arguments
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tect trade and commeroe against unenue gone glimmering, and any fur- - tll(, j,n,so. which will obviouslv
lawful restraint and monopolies,' aw'
curtailment of the bill would ,.,.pt in conference
Ofthe
Trust
provisions
and
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that the defendants, nnd each and
make it a mi Hire as a rovenu" pro- - having the apprnwil of th
White
every one of them and their efforts,
dueer.
ficers.
House.
directors, (stockholders, agents and
What, then. is Congress to do?
si rvants, and each nnd every one of
And what will its attitude and that
-iti r;om.sti:i:"
tlieni. ijixi perpetually enjoined
Washington, April
m the president be toward revision, tiii:
Today in doing any act In pursuance of orfrom
111.1:1; NOON.
for
in the light of the platform pledges
St. Louis there will begin wli.it may the purpose of carrying
W. I. ('ullen has made a big
out the
'of the Republican party?
of l'ixley & I.uder's famous uiu- - !
the final fight of the government same."
Senator Aldrich Is quoted here as aical comedy success, "The Kurgo-- 1
to have the great Standard Oil comIf the court grants the plea of the
holding that even an income tax law master." and will present
It at the
attorneys for the United states In Its
should not bo enacted. He Is quoted I".lk'' theatre soon with a large east. pany declare,! to lie un unlawful mon- entirety,
standard oil company,
further ns holding that present dut- headed by Harry Hermseti. This opoly In restraint of the trade of the- at. a trusttheunlawfully
formed and
ies should not be changed materially, Ktet-- illir Yl;iver In Ihu
..f the. country.
earring on its operations hi restraint
question should
but that the
()(1 P(jt,M. j,, uvvpsant, br
There has been
me confusion In of trade, presumably vviil pass out
be solved by a radical reduction of
ter ,)f New
Anivrilllm. anil the public mind as to the scope of the d existence. The company, however,
appropriations.
jm
gay youth who leads the case which will be argued. It .i.is so the feeling of the government offithe
1 ne aominaung
section or me governor around New York when he nothing ut all to
cials seems to run, may endeavor on
do with the
country, politically is the middle is reincarnated.
Hue case, nor is It a criminal the advice of attorneys to evade the
west, and that great section Is alcompany
fifty suit. The desire of the government rulings of the court. If this course
The
will
most unanimously In favor of re- people. The productionnumber
is an es- is to destroy Standard Oil as a trust Is pursued, the defendants forthwith
vision downward.
If the new tariff pecially handsome one. The costumi s and every energy
of the officials for will be brought Into court on the
bill doesn't give it what It wants,
been revised and are all new. two years haa been exerted to com- charge of contempt, because ot the
there will be trouble in the Congres- have
Kspeclal
violation of the injunction. Precisely
has been paid by pass the end of success.
sional elections of next year,' and in Mr. Cullenattention
The present administration has re this tiling happened In the beef cuta-anto the voices of the chorthe presidential election of 1912.
us, as well as to
a famous Immunity decision wus
beauty of the ceived this Standard Oil case
s a
There may be trouble anyway, so feminine portion. the
Burgomaslegacy from the preceding adminis mailt1 and there came the memorable
fas as that is concer ned, for It rarely ter" was the first of"The
Plxley & tration.
officials of government blast from the White House.
happens
that the political party l.uder pieces to gainthe popularity. who are The
It Is not believed, however, there
directly
with tne
which revises the tariff is able to hold others being "The Prince of Pilsen,' prosecution of theconnected
caee know that has been anything done in the prepcontrol of the government.
"King Dodo" and "The (Irand Mo William H. Tuft's desire for their sue aration of tho case against the StandIn this connection it may be stated gul.'
The music is of the singing cess Is just as strong as was that of ard till and In the method of examthat the sentiment In Congress Is and whistling
water
variety, and it is said Theodore Roosevelt when under his ining witnesses to furnish
growing In favor of Imposing an addl-tlor- that more copies
of "The Tale of a direction proceedings were Initiated. enough for an immunity bath. The
tax of fifty cents a barrel on Kangaroo
It can oe aald with no fear that government believes If it wiiw its
and "I love You" . have
Representative
Haugen
beer.
of been sold than
any other songs contradiction will come that the presi- case in St. Louis, it will have won it
of
Iowa this week announced that he brought out In
dent will regard the dissolution of the for all time. The court hearing the
musical comedies.
end a number of other Republican
Standard Oil company as un unlaw- arguments probably will not render
House members were on the point
ful combination formed In restraint itj decision until two or three months
See
garII.
I.
plumber,
tiie
On,
for
of organizing for 'he purpose of den hone. . All grades
of trade, as an achievement that will have passed. It may do one of three
prices,
anil
from
bringing this aoout.
He wants
a
give more popular credit to hig ad- things.
It may find absolutely for
..1.o,.1..s. a
"
,.f nn - , Z
mnorilto vote on th nnoutl.in w.
ministration than perhaps anything the defendant: It may grant all tho
imnirai - piiaiia m.n
".lirf.er
prayer ot the United States, or It may
added beer tax, and thinks he W'ill
else that can be accomplished.
be able to muster enough votes to AHTKKl AX W.YTKK
The preparations for the argument modify its decree and K'v'e only a part
1KMI.
get it.
Four miles eouth of lemlng, Luna in St. Iouis have gone on with the of what tho plaintiff asks. If the
He Is opposed to a tax on tea be- county, New Mexico, ut a depth of same heart and energy for the work court in in doubt on certain matters,
cause he says It is a tax on the i00 feet a strong artesian flow of wa- that marked the beginning of the It can certify the case to the circuit
breakfast table, similar to what a ter has been found. The same water proceedings two years ugo. The offi- court of appeals.
tax on coffee would be. He thinks has been found elsewhere In that vl cials know the administration is with
If the government wins its case,
beer can very well afford this extra cinity, but this well Is the first to tl.cm, and they know it despite the the defendants, of course, will appeal
tax. During the Spanish war he says flow over tiie top of the casing. All fact that efforts have been made to the appellute court and then If
the brewers raised the price of beer over the Mlmbres valley, surrounding from time to time to make It appear necessary, to the United States su
to meet the extra tax then Imposed, Denting and extending to the moun that there would be no sorrow in the preme court.
In the minds of the people the
Oil
and have not since reduced It. al- tains, is an Inexhaustible eupply of White House if the Standard
though the extra tax came off short- water at depths of 30 to 73 feet that should win this fight for its existence Standard Oil company Is the embodi
ment of all trust evils. In the carly after the war was over.
Is raised
by pumps, but it is as an unlawful combination.
The suit against the oil trust is toons of the day tho octopus almost
All members
of Congress from not a part ot the lower artesian sheet.
prohibition .and local option states The soil needs only water to make it brought under the Sherman law. It Invariably is shown with an oil can
are said to be agreeable to going into productive, and Mr. Man seems to was entered in November, 1906, in crowning Its head. The Hoosevelt adthe combination suggested by Mr. have found not only the water but the circuit court for the eastern di- ministration felt, as the present adHaugen. The House insurgents have the way to lift It to the top. The vision of the eastern judicial district ministration feels, that a victory in
of Missouri. Since
its Instigation a suit for the dissolution of the
also seized on the beer tax as a Karth.
then- has been an investigation car- Standard Oil company will count for
ried on under the general direction more In the eyes of the country than
of Herbert Knox Smith, the commis a dozen victories over minor corsioner of corporation). A motion ran porations.
The government in on the eve of
made by the defendants In St. Louis
to dismiss the suit for want of Juris- - one of the supreme tests of the value
diction, but tliis was overruled by the ot the Sherman law as an Instrucourt.
Kranklin Kerriss
as ap- - ment to protect trade and commerce
Inted as referee to take testimony, against unlawful restraint and monand ooth id s were heard at differ opoly.
ent tunes during a period of one year
All the necessary family cook-in- ?
the principal hearings being held at
may be done as well on a
BRYCE AND HILL
New York. Cleveland and Chicago.
New Perfection Wick Blue
Ill St 1ouis the matter will resolve
Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e
as on
its If into one of arguments only. On
AMD 10 ATTEND
the best coal or wood range.
the strength of the showing that the
g vertiment makes before the three
By using the "New Perfec-tionO- il
judges who will decide the cas. , deStove, the annoyance
pends the future of the oil company Scuttle KxiMiKlutoii Management lie
of an overheated and stuffy
as it is at present constituted. TUe
siren TIuimi Two Men to Help
kitchen is entirely avoided, even
jurists in w. lose hands the fate of the
0M-Rig I "air.
company will rest are Walter H. Sanin midsummer. The scientific
born, Willis Van Devanter ami Klm-construction of the
Seattle. April .V The liritish i l
I'. Adams. The representatives of the bassador to the inted States, James
government, the only attorneys will Hryce. and J. J Hill have been invit-- .
will enter into the actual argumen's ed bv the direct
of the Alaska-Yu- on beh.iif of the t'nited States, are
exposition t make the
u
Frank li. Kellogg and C. 11. Morrison, opining addresses .lone
who have "been with" this case from
.Mr. liryce is now in California and
Cook-Stov- e
its very inception.
to him
sent
invitation
the
Tile government's ( hiiru-- ji aKaitist thrmgh Seen
"f S'ate philander
.
the Standard oil company ale a mul-1- C. Knox. As tie- I). .million of Canada
ensures quick work and a cool kitchen. The " New Perfection"
ii If.
They run all the way from as pal ticipatlni: i'l Ho- exposition and
has a substantial CABINET TOP for warming plates and keepii.nf.iir methods of competition anJ part of tin- name ,, the fair was takng; food hot after it is cooked. Also drop shelves on which to
lie payment of rebates on oil prices, en from Yukon, the directors of the
set small cooking- utensils every convenience, even to bars
to the funning of bogus companies exposition believed ,t fitting tll.lt t IH
for holding towels.
that have been or are now operating Rritish ambassador should he invited
in tiie interest
of t lie said defendto di liver an ad li ' s.
Made in three sizes. Can be had either with
.1.
ants. ' .The naini of the defendants
Hill. Die
In Inviting Jane-in thi' nit brought by tile government
or without Cabinet Top. If not at your dealer's,
desired to have the man who
an legion. The tirst name on the list is most primineiitU idcntilled ,vici
write our nearest agency.
thi- Standard I il company of New the development
of the resourc s of
Jersey. This is the I. i f and arch the n oitliwe-t- .
liich and
offender, under cover of
substantially
throuuh uhleh the government holds
made of brass,
that feveral men and many concerns
Send far Our Select List of
tinelv nicktled
engaged in the oil trade carry on an
and verv hand Amr. Cnj
FIFTT CALIFORNIA PAPERS
powerful light and burns for hours with one filling. Portable,
it h la a t til business.
whereby you can Insert dls- safe, convenient - just what every home needs.
As for the men. the names of the
play ads in all papers for
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.
nes follow closely on the
princi pa
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH
ram.- of the eompat.y. The governThe Dake Advertising Agency,
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
the
ment seems to have arranged
Incorporated.
Invurpuraled
names i'l the order of its belief of
4IT a Mala St. II Dreary St.
ink "fytf
chief responsibility for the offense
Los Angeles, Cal. San Franclsd.
n. iim m m ttm'
ngainft the law. The names ore John
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Perea Addition lots; we still have some choice ones left at
from $75 to $250 each. Only $10 down, balance $10 a month

(t

Office: 204 Gold Ave.
Telephone 899
Automobile No. 9

D. K. B. SELLERS
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MAN WITH NEWEST dIRCUS TRICK
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SAXON

MtOTHERS. WHO SUPPORT
RRIDOK AND 2,00
New York, April .5. When you're act.
introduced to Otto Saxon, tho biggest
"Hut my brother and I like It, too,
of the two brothers who are astoundIt's healthy."
ing New York and will later astound
Otto and his brother, twice a day,
the country with their new circus act, get under
u big timber bridge that
look out for your hand.
weighs 2,200 pounds. While they are
r.
Otto's friendly grip Is a
supporting it with their legs un
automobile, weighing 2.000 pounds
Everything in slow and huge about and containing five and sometimes
Otto his slinle, esueclally.
six men, passes over it.
"Oh, they like It." he said of his
All the time Otto and his brother
2.UU0-POUX-

bone-breake-
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More Than Haifa Million
Sent Out to Farm-

Cut-ting-

ers Over the
Country.

s

CU11E YOUIt KIDYEYS.
cuttings Is charged to the United
States forest service. Cuttings for
experimental planting and informa- Xo Need to Take Any Further Risks- tion on management of the willow
holts are furnished those who make
Why will people continue to suffer
the request of the forester at Wash- the agonies of kidney complaint,
ington.
I tack ache, urinary disorders, lameThe government recognizes
the ness, headaches, languor, why allow
inimportance of good cuttings, a point themselves to become chronic
moro commonly overlooked than the valids when a certain cure is ofmutter of cultivation. Only the best fered them?
Doan's Kidney Pills Is the remedy
and most thrifty rods are selected
To to use, because It gives to the kld-refor each season's distribution.
the help they need to perform
produce u deslra," grade of rods It
is very important to select planting their work.
stock not only from thoroughly tested j If you have any, even one, of the
varieties, but the cuttings should be symptoms of kidney diseases, care
taken from the tallest, perfectly yourself now, before diabetes dropsy
straight, cylindrical, branchless, and or Bright's disease sets In. Can Alfully mature rods. High grade bas- buquerque residents demand more
ket willows can be raised only by be- convincing proof than the following:
Mrs. Bernarda Rivera de Escudero,
ing sure that the cuttings planted
106 Griffin street, Santa Fe, N. M.,
are from parent stock above the aver- says:
"As a good remedy for all
age.
arising from disordered kidThe policy of the forest service is to troubles
of none more worthy
Increase the number of important neys I know Kidney
Doan's
Pills. For about
basket willows nnd determine their than
year
a weakvalue under different soil and climat- aness and'I awas bothered by
dull ache across my
ic conditions, und as the final tests
and kidneys. I tired easily and
of new varieties ure completed, those loins
felt generally
miserable.
Uoan's
proved to be valuable will be added Kidney
Pills greatly
relieved the
to the distribution list.
pains strengthened my back and imCuttings nf new und untried basket proved my health In every
way. I
willows were obtained from Europe am. Indeed, grateful to Doan's Kida J en r ugo und planted in the si
ney Pills for
great benefit I have
experimental
ground. Close received from the
use."
their
observations will be made upon the
For sale by all dealers. Price 80
growth of these and if the results are cents.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
during the tirst 3 years, V Y., sole agents for the United
favorable
cuttings from these varieties will be Stater.
distributed in the United States. In
Remember
the name Doan's
case of some varieties a much longer find take no other.
45
time may elapse before their value
can be established.
I'd Rather Die, IVx'tor,
The forest service is receiving a than have my feet cut off," said M.
constantly increasing number of re- L. Bingham, of Princeville, 111., "but
quest
fur basket willow cuttings. you'll die from gangrene (whicli had
These requests conn- from farmers all eaten away eight toes) If you don't,"
over the country, many of them com- said all doctors. Instead he used
wholly
ing through members of Congress. ISucklcn'g Arnica Salve till
The service Is endeuvoring to stimu- cured. Its cures of , eczema, fever
late the basket willow Industry in sore boil-j- burns ami piles anlouni
this country by distributing cuttings tin- world, ."ic at ail dealers.
ef the most approved varieties of
willow and tile four varieties tested
for the last live years in th experiVVW'
60 YEARS
mental holt at Arlington, Va.. can
EXPERIENCE
now be confidently distributed.
The
behavior of the plants has been cure-full- y
D
observed as to tin- quantity and
quality of the crop to their resistance
and lack of resistance to disease js
well as other points that would afTriADC Marks
fect the profitableness of each variety.
Designs
during the
The observations madCopyrights &c.
tirst two veins were published In cir,nfonsini1tng Mkeli-t- and rteicrlptlon mm
our iniieii irva niuiiir mi.
cular 14M by the fori st serv ice. At " kif
pr..tintl)r I'AlMKiuMrt. CiMinitunIr-.trietlalien
the close of this spring's hai a inn,
e.,iatdoiiM.l. HthDljOOK ou I'm .eiL
pat'-in.
Keener !..r
lift. I'l
now going on, the results ot the past
tali'-ilium A Cm. Ittielvf
iql W't ut, " Unit clmrna, tu lua
three
test will be published.

Washington. I'. C, April 5. The
government Is right in the midst
of tin- harvest of the most unique
crop at tiie experimental
farm
rear Arlington, Just across from the
Potomac, from this city, where a
corps of laborers in charge of trained
foresters ure preparing for the animal free distribution of Inil.iioo bus-kw illovv cuttings.
Uncle Sam is encouraging
of high grade willow rods in this
country, and the five years since the
establishment "f the holts at Arlington approximately a half inlllien select cuttings have been distributed
among the faimerx. with directions
tor planting and preparing for
k. I.
attention Is given to
m
eting the varieties and strains
le.-- t
suited to tile soil where
w iil be made.
illowcrart is an indnstrv w hich Is
c ntantlv
growing ill importance li
thi-vMint iv. yet the culture of basket
il
in the I'niled
States uiade
veiy little progress until live or six
veals ago. Even now. practically u"
of tile best tl.nl. S of basket W'illoW
iin im poi I'll from Kuroic, chiefly
European manufacfrom France.
turers compete kienly for the best
products in tiicii
uutries, and until
ticently only the inferior rods were
nt to Aiiii-win re they have been
bought at time times tin- prices
a few years
utiotttl for Minilar
iiytt. Experiments have shown that
l'ie best gr.uli s iil wiilnvv can be
mown in this count y at a g "id profit,
and llit-- famo is are turning their
to its culture ni'oe and more
irh y nr.
This year's harvt-- t began cully in
March. Four approvd varieties are
For tiie lies! work ou fcldrt uslsu
' n g sent out. an I only tin- best and pntroiilie llubbs Laundry Co.
thrifty
toils an selected for dismost
tribution. Tin- ma ua gemeiit of tho
Subscribe for the Citizen an
iioIi-,in, work of fr.c distribution of the news of Xew Mexico.
niar-Partieu-

AUTO
S THEIR LEGS.
smile pleasantly.
There Is none of
the terrible strain shown in their
faces.
"Would you let an automobile run
over you?" he was asked.
"No! No! That's foolish. It tears
the flesh and It doesn't show any
strength.
I'll go out on Broadway
and put my foot under any automobile that got s by, though. I can make
the muscles In my feet very hard."
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Unique Snapshot of John D. on
the Golf Lint s Down in Gawgia

AMUSEMENTS

MONDAY,

GOVERNMENT
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YourOF Selection
BANK

DISSOLVE THE

OILJRUSI

Watch this space for
next week's prize.

(Continued from imic one.)

MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated Sonjrs
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone
.

Music by Crystal Orchestra

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
Saturday and Sunday 6:15, 7:15, 8:15, 9:15;
CXXX30CXXXDOCX)OC)OC)000(JOOOOC'

NEW ORDER OF THINGS

COLOMBO

In addition to our regular
meals, ve serve Short Orders.
Xoodlcs, Chop Sucy In all
styles and other
Mandarin
Pishes. Give us a trial.

THEATRE
W. B. Moore. Mgr.

licensed by the
tore I'm tents Co.

Motion

SAN JOSE
RESTAURANT

Plo

ADMISSION 10c

Open day and night, 211 West
Central.

One new reel of picture each
cy.

UOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJO

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES

HIS IDEA OF A SWELL,

JOILV D. ROOKEFKLLKR
HAS
SPENT MOST OF THE WINTER AT

AlTrUSTA, OA., AND ALMOST EV"Say, Massn Riick'felliih, am yo' all
ERY DAY UK (SUES TO TH ? OOLF
LINKS OF THE COUNTRY CLL'U. tie riches' man In ile worl?"
"So t:iey say. boy."
THE
CADDIES ARK COLORED
"Lien why doan yo' all buy yo'sef
HOYS. WHO SAY THAT THE OIL
KINGS TIPS ARE NO HRiOER'N a red vest an' yall r shoes, so s yo' all
look lak yo' am prosp'ruus?"
ANYliODY ELSE'S.

Arcoin-iiKHltit-

j

ILLUSTRATED SONGS.
J. 3. Garmody, Baritone Singer.

JENNIE CRJUQ,

Musical Directress.

CCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCXXXXXXXXXJ

Pure Ice Cream
For the season of

j

I

1J09 our

Ont

BAKESTCFFS SATISFY

a great many particular people, and

delicious cream Is more pop
If you haven't tried them you ought
than ever. All orders, 2 to do so. Cakes, pies, rolls, buns,
large or small. In or out of the
coffee cake and bread that taste just
city, promptly cared for, and
as fine as they look. Light, crisp.
delivered in good condition,
dainty, appetizing morsels that melt
guaranteed.
away In your mouth and make you
long for more. One whiff of the good
things we show makes you our cus
The Matthew Dairv &
tomer.
PIOXEER BAKERY,
Supply Company
207 South First St.
1700 Xo. Fourth st. Phone 430

ular

Panhandle
Stockmen's

A Square Deal

ments. the Stanard. t Is alleged, has
at the present time control of about
l"i per cent of the transportation of
crude oil to the Atlantic neaboard
which gives It a tremendous advantage. Recognizing the Importance la
the standard, of railway transportation. Its officials and their associates
during the lant ten years, it is said,
have been directors In many of the
leading railroad systems of the United States. For Instance, the Standard Interests have In the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul four'direct-ors- :
L'nion, and South Pacific, and
Santa Fe two each: New York, New
Haven and Hartford, New York Central and allied lines, Missouri Pacific
Boston and Maine, Wisconsin Central, Rutland railroad, and others, one
each.
The brief tays that "the govern
ment does not wish to be understood
a.i discouraging enterprises or ns taking a position against legitimate com- act
but If the Sherman
P tition.
means anything, it means a monopoly acquired by such
methods
competition as are pursut d by the
IT n lees
It s
company.
Standard Oil
or
enforced, t:ie small corporation.
Individual wishing to engage in busi
ness will have nbsoluteiy no opportunity. The testimony is valuable as
showing the Intention of th'' Stand- ttrd company to monopolize the cui- many districts it
me-e- e
In oil.
In
lias an nhsolute monopoly. We mean
by absolutely monopoly that in 4hoo
districts it does all the business ami
every competitor,
has eliminated
i aeticallv
this is the ease througliA
out the Rocky Mountain country and
most of the Pacific count states. Iho
percentage of independent business
throughout the entire, south is very
there
Moreover, where
small.
are
competition,
the competitors
usually strictly under the control i
the Standard in that they must in
order to be allowed to do business,
sell oil at practically the price the
Standard dictates, and confine themselves to a small percentage of the
trade."
The brief covers with much detail
the history of the company from its
original organization to the present
and asserts that ita methods have
been In gross violation of law and
asks the court to annul the contracts
under which the Standard Oil company operates and dissolve the corporation.
THE CLERKS GET LEFT.
"Congressmen have been liberal
with themselves, having raised their
own .salaries 50 per cent of late, and
they have shown the same spirit of
generosity toward the highest federal officers, in which I think they did
right," said Judge Benjamin P. Porter, of St. Louis, at the Rennert.
"Hut I note they have failed to advance the wages of the subordinate
governmental employes, and in this I
consider a wrong has been done.
Thousands of good men are giving
the government the benefit of their
best talents and energies tor a pittance. They are getting the same
salaries they received ten or twelve
years ago, in spite of the enormous
Increase In the est of living. Every
year sees lots of bright, steady men
quit government service because of
more lucrative offers from private individuals and firms. My contention
Is that In making salary raises the
should by all rules of equity
have given an Increase all along the
line." Raltimore American.

but express mutter, there being no
AN EXPRESS TRAIN
passenger, bugguge or mail 'business.
This business, for the wtKt coast, is
all transferred to the Santa Fe train
MAY BE PUT ON at Chicago and No. 7 is hardly any-thing more than a big express train
fiom Chicago to Kansas City, there
EM-e- i
S
Thai being no elnepers. Hut at Kansas City
lliisiiiewt
sleepers are put in the train and it
Santa I'e .May Have to ltu.ii An
begins to look a little more like a
e
ExIri 1nln to
pnssengi r train.
II.
The business has grown to such an
Topi ka Stati- Journal:
extent thnt all of the Santa Fe trains
It is probable that. In a short time, which carry) exprtss ( matter have
a regular express train, currying only about all the express cars they can
Wella-Farg- o
cars, will be put rn ser- (easily handle. The plan that Is being
from talked about, so it In Miid, is to com-- ;
vice on the Santa Fe, running
Chicago to Pacific coast points. There bine the larger part of the through
has been sucli a growth in the ex- jexpnsn business and run the larger
press busliuws in the past few yenrs 'amount of these ears through on a
and it is ttill growing to such an ex- special train, on a passenger schedtent that it may be necessary to do ule.
this rather than to handle the ex- j The growth of the express business
press business as It is handled at hls Ion the Santa Fe comes because of the
fact that so much fruit is handled
time.
Often there are more than seven over this system. The California busearn In Santa Fe train No. 5. Lots of iness, the Grand Junction fruit trade,
times it handles as high as ten and a the Rocky Ford cantaloupes and the
lots of
dozen and, a few days ago, there were S:i r.unento asparagus take
13 cars In Xo. 5 in addition to t'ne cars Hnd engines to properly handle.
coaches and sleepers hauled. iNenrly And tills fruit business Is growing all
Eastonund trains No. 2
always there is a big passenger busi- the time.
ness for thi train. When that and anil iN.i. S have a big express business
express business and t would be a good plan to run
the extraordinary
an expretw section on one of these
conies at the same time, It Is necessary to have two and sometimes three trains, during the fruit season, as is
sometimes done.
si ctions of the train.
o
The local business on the line of
has a regular exThe
press train running from Jersey City the Santa Ke railroad, from Kansas
to Chicago, over the Erie lines. The City west, is better than any other
train from New York carries nothing rotd that riiiw west. The express ALL OYER FAYOIUTK
company naturally has more business
IN EVENING GOWNS.
because of this fact and the local, as
well as the through traffic, requires
THE JAPS
many cars.
-

TWO SHOWS, ft:15 AND t:lS.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday
it I p. m.

MISS

it

so-lo-

Well-Farg-

.

NOT SO MANY

1YIX;.

"Manufacturers of coffins, caskets
They've Sprung a I'arawd That Will
and other funeral goods have felt the
Ile Fashionable,
hard times as much as anybody,"
Is My Motto
The fashionable parasol this sum- said C. T. lialrd, representative of an
thoroughimportant
Cincinnati house, at the
mer is to be a Japanese
I will give you the square
expensive. Relvedera.
are
Thoroughbreds
bred.
deal In fixing- your watch. It
J
"When a financial slump comes,
The Japanese parasols cost from 110
pays to treat you honestly
people practice economy even In the
upwards.
and I will do what pavi me,
The new parasol is to have eighon in niu
ROSWELL, N. M.
teen libs instead of eight, so that the ones, nun mere is a lulling
for the most expensive burial
shape will be entirey changed. imd- demand
apparatus.
This tendency does not
April 6-1909
almost Hat. The handles ar,'
adoption of
find an outlet in the
cremation, which is after all the
410 Wtbf UULD AVE.
T
cheapest mode of disposing of tne
l,
Tickets will be sold to
dead, but rather In the purchase of
a !es costly style of coffin.
Cincinaccount the above meet- nati has one of the best cremation
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD
lug at rate of
yet
plants ever built, and
its Increase
with
f patronage from year
to year is
small, p'lhaps not over 100 eases In
that period. In flush times well to do
51
people think nothing of purchasing a
West Central.
Ready-to-Weslit
Garments for Men and
casket of the value of
Tickets on sale April 3, 4, i,
on, which Is the best tiling yet
Women.
dl.'overc il as a final resting place of
and 6, 1909. Return limit April
the ill ad. for it Is practically In11, No stjpoveis
allowed in
destructible. The great weight of the
either direction.
hroii.r casket anil also of the cast-iro- n
kind, is the principal objection t
They
receptacles.
these metallic
weigh about Mm pounds anil are exceedingly difficult to handle. Next
lust is a copper-line- d
affair which Is
not nearly so heavy, but which If used
in connection with costly woods like
mahogany, may cost wi ll up into the
A mahogany coffin with
hundreds.
tremely Ioiijj and many of them are elaborate hand carving and a Hnin.i
Is easily worth $1,200.
prt'sUf !y decorated with ols and of "ieiipper
manufac'in iiiusly enough, the
parroiH and even tiny monkiys carvturers have m i n affected by another
ed out of wood.
S irnetlmcs ihe frames
are glided factor tliat has no connection with
nn,l a lare Itufly ehou of chiffon al- bad times, and mat is a reduced death
Not
rati' nil over Hie country.
most invariably adorns the handle.
A SALE OF GROCERIES
many people are dying now. relaany
Almost
Is
of
k.nd
material
like that going on here U not often
tively speaking, as did a few years
for the coverings and two or ago.
sllih
announced. It is easy enough to offer
In New York City the decrease
three
fabrics
together.
used
often
ale
lulphur
Soring
Hot
cheap groceries at cheap prices. Bui
Nw Mexico White linen will bo popular.
has been extraordinary. It must be
we offer first class groceries at LOW
in n e att' ntioti is being paid to
Moderate priced parasols will prob-ab- l that
QUA LIT? PRICES.
Bo unusual are
THIRD STREET
hygb ne than i vi r before and that
only
have
ribs,
twelve
but
the
you
the values that it will be wise for
masses of today are giving better
handles will show the same extreme the
to lay in a stock while the opportunheed to anita:y laws than those of
.
as
bliKlb
more
the
mod-expensive
ity lasts. As a careful housekeeper
past gen, i
,n." Baltimore Annr-i- r
Is.
you owe it to yourself to Judge th
an.
0
Klarls
of
Fresh
ilut
I'oik.i
,in
Salt
sad
combine.
with
plain
Mtsl
character of this offer for yourself.
Mlk. and natural colored pongee will
Steam Stuti tlurtory.
TZHN
be smart coverings for the medium
XMIL KLEIN WORT
CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
WANT AD9
priced parasol.
Seventh aud Tljersi uasubIc Building. North Tbu4
11 tunc SI.
BRING RKSIXTS

Association

J. A. GARCIA
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

-
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9200,000

In our big assortment of dainty
Easter footwear we are showing handsome patent kid pumps, oxfords and
colonials; serviceable
tan
oxfords
St. Louis Spel'4'r.
and ties In vici kid, Russia calf and
st. Luils. April 5 Lead steady 4, suede,
dressy vici kid and gun metal,
spelter higher, $1.67!i.
lace and button oxfords in all sizes.
Prices run in men's shoes from $2.50
New York Metals.
to $5; In women's shoes from $1.65
New York, April 5. Lead quiet, to $5.00. and
In children's shoes from
tfi
4.
li; silver 51c.
I1.U7H
$1 to ,$2.75 and you will find every
pair an exceptional good value. C.
Money.
May's
store, 314 West Central
New York. April 6. Prime paper avenue, shoe
per
cent; Mexican dollars 44;
.Tk'hI
o
call money 1 Vj rt 2 per cent.
Tlie Missouri Society of New
Grain mid pi-o- t isions.
Mexico
meets the second Wed- Chicago, April 5. Close:
nesiliiy of each month at Odd
Wheat May 11.21 , fi 1.22; Ju'v
Fellows hall, 321 South Second
$l.0S Vi !!"V
street.
Next meeting Wed lies- 7
;
Corn .May 6
July 6Cr;.
tiny. April 14, 1909.
;
oats May 5 "fe July 47'.
Headquarters at room 1. Bar- Pork .May tl7.H0; July 17.s7H-Ijin- l
nettl building. Second and Con- May 110.12 i; July 110.22V
Phone 1079.
Ribs May J.32Va; July $!M5.
All MilAsourlans are requested
to call and register.
Stock.
O. J. KRAEMER.
Amalgamated Copper
77 V4
Secretary.
Atchison . . .
10S Va

TELtGRAPHICMARKETS

.1

Pfd
New York Central

Southern Paclilc
Colon Purine
t'nited States Steel

103
131

V4

122
189

:

Y.M.C. A.

51
114

Pfd

CONVENTION

Chicago IJvcKtock.
Chicago, April 5. Cattle, 23,000.
Steady. 10c lower. Beeves $4.65 fa 7.10;
$1.35 5.50;
western
Ttas steers
cows $4 (ft. 5.40; stockers and feeders
$:l.50ir5.50; cows and heifers $1.90&'
5 B0; calves $6 ft 8.25.
Hogs 40.000. Steady. Light $6.65
7.10; mixed, $6.75W7.15; heavy $6.80
t'7.20; rough $6.80(6.95; pigs $5.65
fii'6.55; bulk of sales $7(7.10.
Sheep, 25,000. Steady 10c lower.
Native $3.56.3o; western $3.65'$
6.40; yearlings
$6.2ofi,7.30; Iambs
$6Cii 8.25; western lambs $ 6 i 8.35.
Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, April 5. Cattle,
including 1.5U0 southerns. Steady
to lOo lower. Native steers $5tj,6.75;
southern steers $4.60t 6.15,. southern
cows $3'U4.50; native cows and heifers $2.75 5.M0; stockere and feeders
$3.75 ft; 5.60; bulls
$3.25i5; calves
$3.75 4r 7.25; western
steers $4.80 ii)
6.50; western cows $3.50 'x 5.50.
Hogs, 1.000. 5c lower. Bulk of sales
$6.706.90; heavy $6.75ir 6.95; packers and butchers $6.70ffl 6.90; light
$6.50 6.80; pigs $5 4,5.85.
Sheep, 15,00. 10c lower. Muttons
$5.25 ;i 6.35; lamba $6.50 8.00; ran go
wethers $4.50 ii 7.10; fed ewes 3.50'oj

MesillaParkJN.M.
April
Account the above named
meeting tickets will lie sold
from Albuquerque to Mesllla
Park and return at rate of

Q10.30

Tickets on sale March 31st to
April S, Inclusive. Return limit April 6, 1909. No stopover allowed. Full Information at ticket office.

E, Purdy. Agent

J T.

WHITE HOUSE

dcct Aim a kttp

6.00.

and

t
it

2-- 4

10.-00- 0,

THEY WERE HOT 1 1 TWINS.
Kach G. Thompson of Philadelphia,
who Is at the Rlggs, told the following story on President Roosevelt yesHerterday, says the Washington
ald.
"While President
Roosevelt was
holding an open air reception at Syracuse, a tall negro pushed his way
the crowd and
forward through
eagerly grasped his hand. 'Yo'n me
war bo'n on the same day, Mistah
Roosevelt."
the darkey enthusiastically said, his shining face almost
cleft from ear to car by a grin.
"
indeed to hear It,'
responded the president,
taking a
fresh grip on the black hand and
you
luughing heartily.
'So
and I
were born on the same day? Well,
well.'
" 'Yo' am 47 yeahs old, suh?'
" 'I am," was the quick answer..
" 'An', yo' war bo'n on October 17,

territorial:

rirst

7091S.
MEALS

AND

J

St.

LUNCHES

S
Come in the eating's fine

I

Ftfcy Price

No

RICO

Here

X

hotel!

AND BAR

MOVED
Three doors north, to

119

FIRST ST.

Finishers'

Supplier

Native aud Chicago Lumber, Sberwla-WUUaPaint Noae
Building Paper, Plaster, lime. Cement, Glaaa, Baah, Doors, K&.

J. C BA1DRIDGE

423 SOUTH FIRST

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

B A NTK
OF

THE.

COMMERCE!

LHDQUERQDK,

M.
Kxtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

t 7. E. Purdy, Agent

:

r

THE' BANK OF COMMERCE

Builders'

9TS

Meat Market

V

not only for the present, but
the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to y mr every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day ol its organi-- z
ition.

ar

,.,

f

f jT

" 'Yes.
" 'Ya-asuh!' then exclaimed the
darkey, shaking all over with rapture; 'ya-asuh, Mr. Roosevelt, yo'
an' me is bofe twins!' "

$18.25

t

GOOD

1S58

Ros-wel-

E. MAHARAN

U importi--

alj--

8

6, ltOff.

FILES SUIT

A

Crystal Theatre

APRIL

Some of the loveliest new evening
gowns are of lace robes. All overs
Many of them
ure prime favorites.
are draped princess fashion, with
the waist well defined.
A touch of dvep tonwd satin with
gold or copper ' ornaments pendant,
Heightens thu fctj.y effect. Chiffon
shoulder drapery ia quite sultlcirnt
sleeve.

N- -

CAPITAL. 8150.000
orriccns and directors

SOLOMON' LUNA, President
W S. STKICKLKR. Vice President and Cashier
'A'. J.

JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier
J, C. Iialdridge,

William Mcintosh.
A. M. Black we I.

O. E. Cromwell.

i

ii

APrtrti

MONDAY.

130.

B,

ALBUQUEKQUE CITIZEN.

VETERINARIAN
HIMSELF

c est Gallup Block, per ton Gallup Egg, per ton

$5.50

W

H.HAHNCO.

BECAUSE

OF TROUBLES

$4.25

All Coal. No Rock.

KILLS

Shoots Himself In Head With
Revolver and Leaves
Note Blaming

Phone 91

have to suffer for It. and did not cure
to tulk for publication.
The coroner's Jury heard the gtor-le- s
of Andrew Miller and Cli.is. J.
AulJ, who were with" Miller ln.t night,
an, adjourned until .4:S0 tomorrow
afternoon, when Mrs. Sharp will be
anked to tell her story.
Roth Auld
and Miller My that Shnrji wn
not
drinking last night. Auld raid that
Dr. Sharp hnd brought the Rtnall
satchel In from the mine and that It
contained the pistol which ho used.
The weapon was of the heavy t'olt'a
make.

His Wife.
DIVISIONS IN EFFECT
Charging his wife with being the
cause of his trobulea and requesting
the Order. of Owls, of which he was
a member, to bury him, Dr. Hlehurd
L.
harp, age o.", a Veterinarian, of
215 South Broadway, committed sui
this morning by
cide at 6 o'clock
blowing the right side of his head off
revolver. A little
with a
shanty used by Andrew
Miller as oltlce and living quarters at
what is known as tne Hunter wagon
yard on North Hroadway. was chosen
by Sharp for the scene of his ghastly

These are

Carriage

ft

Buying

two-roo-

Days
We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle.
We have
many good styles within the range of modest incomes
Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys, Spring Wagons,
etc. Just received a big carload and will make special low prices for a few days as we need the room and can use the money

deed.
No one was u witness to the shooting.
Mr. Miller, proprietor of the

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

MONTEZUMA
S

TRUST

CO.

new Mexico

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

I

i

l
I

MEREST

Montezuma

:

ALLOWED

and

Grocery

COLUMBUS

Liquor Company

Copper and Third

t

HOTEL

Imported and Domestic Goods
Specialty of Luoca Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited.
Agent for San Antonio Lime.

t

Fresn. . Prices

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

ON

.

Cornmr B.oomd mud Gold

j

HOME' COOKING'

ble

Excellent Service

Always

him.

Particular people have been
pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried them i

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

PHONE 1029

I

New Feature in Carriage Building

A

4
'

v '
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'
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place, heard the shot and arrived at
the scene Just as Sharp died.
Mr. Miller immediately summoned
An ambulance from
t'.ie authorities.
pallors
undertaking
Suoiig Hid-- .'
carried the body away.
Dr. Sharp and his family, consisting of u wife and seven children, five
boys and two girls, came to Albuquerque two years ago from California. Previous to going to California
they lived at Drown wood, Texas. The
doctor divided his time between following his profession and mining. Fur
some time past he had been employed
as foreman for the Swastika Mining
company, J. E. Elder, manager, owning properties in the Manzano mountains. While lining this position he
days of each
two
spent probably
week In the city.
He came to the city yesterday from
one of his periodical trips, with Chas.
J. Auld,' another employe of the company. All he carried was a small
hand satchel, which he left t the C.
A. Oratiile store on North Hroadway.
There, was nothing unusual In his de
meanor. Mr. Auiii was mn mm until 10 o'clock last night, when the
doctor started home.
.It was about midnight when the
police received a call from Mrs. Sharp
who complained that her husband
had struck her. Officer Marquette
answered the call and pluced Dr.
Shurp under arrest, but later released
him on the promise that ho would
stay away from his home,
On being released, Dr. Sarp went
t the
Hunter wagon , yard and
awakened Miller. He told Miller that
he had had trouble with his wife and
Miller said
wanted to sleep there.
this morning that he let the doctor
in and the two men slept in the same
bed.
Miller says that Sharp slept
very little. He was restless and talk-- I
ed very much about his family trou

i'-'- i

Dry Climate Vehicles
We employ a new proces in the construction and
finishing of our vehicles. They are built to meet the
requirements of mountain work and to wi hstand the
exactions of a dry c'imate, They are the only strictly
Dry Climate vehicles on the market.
By the use of our own, hand made, Double King
Bolt Fitth Wheel, our spring wagons are made to
wear where the wear comes most without the use
of extra material.
If your dealer dove not carry our line write

for our catalog and prices.

The Quilitch Implement &
DePa,r. vehicle Co. 1IA-

About 6 o'clock Dr. Sharp got up,
put on his clothes and went out. Miller said that he got up immediately
after and went out to feed his horses.
Sharp was in the yard, when he came
out and asked him to feed his horses,
also. Sharp then walked over to the
store of C. A. Grande, hlf a block
away. He returned to the wagon
yard in a few minutes. Miller says
thut when he finished feeding the
horses he saw Sharp standing In the
street in front of his house, looking
along Hroadway. Miller says that
Sharp had a small grip w hen he returned.
"When I opened the gate," Miller
testified before the coroner's Jury,"
Sharp turned to me and threw up his
hand. I told him to go in the house,
that I would run over to the butcher
shop and get some bleak and we
1 had been to
would have breakfast.
the shop and was almost back to the
house when I heard the report of
the pistol. I ran to the door and
opened It. Sharp was lying on his
buck, with his head in the corner of
the back room on a wagon sheet. He
gasped as I looked at him. The pistol was lying on his breast beneath
his left arm. Blood and bone were
strewn over the floor beside. the body
where the force of the bullet had carried them."
Judge McClellan was summoned,
and quickly called a coroner's Jury.
Dr. Sharp's hat lay on the table in
the room with his coat. Beneath the
coat was a note that Sharp had scribbled on a piece of tablet paper.
It
very hurriedly.
had been written
Some of the words were only
sp lied out. Sharp had evidently written it while Miller was at
the butcher shop.
Following Is the note:
"To the O. O. o. I'lease give my
watch to Curtis. Tell Mr. Elder to
pay my wages to Curtis and Pete.
I want the O. o. O. to bury me.
Till
my wife she is the cause of all my
trouble. It. I.. Sharp."
OurtU an. I Peter were the doctor's
favorite sons.
Mrs. Shurp was marly prostrated
when told of her husband's BUielde.
She refused to discuss the tragedy.
She said that It was bad enough to
pnr-tlall-
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SULPHUR
HOT SPRINGS
All

ClioiJt DUtases Cured.

Ws treat all forms of dlseaiet
Rheumatism, Propiy, Dl Blood.
Ulcert, Deafness
Nsnrousntss,
Paralytls Stomach and Bladder
Stricture, etr Wi
Troubles.
he cure of Catarrh
fuarant
Ws glie tree Insirucilou on u
.
f tha
w!r.-- . Rathi are
Came or write.
auto-natic-

JOS. L. DURAN,

Lone

Star Boot

Our specialty
ooots

and

te

&

LOOK!

Shoe Shop

WANTED.

cowboy
Is making;
alioes. First clans

repairing;. Beat rock-oa- k
sole leather
iim?(I. Twenty years' experience. I am
master of the trade.
ilve us a trial.
Work callt'd for and delivered.
W. Central Ave
noue 855. "

worth

AT ONCK

$5,000
of second hand

1

iv, Move, carpet.
ha rue?,
pay higheM
We
cah

eie.
U

f

urnl-I1-

price: and buy.

I

and

ex-- J

CROWN FURNITURE
J AND AUCTION CO.

The reiiMjn we do so much KOTO It
DRY wurk U because we do ft right
aud at the price you cannot afford t
jj
have It done, at home.
3
IMPERIAL LArXDItY.

I'lioiie 808.

Ill

W. Gold

Hurley Will liMik A Her
Part
of Hie Kad niul koiins Will

Part.

Muniigv WcMtcrn

With the Inauguration last week of
a new order of things on the Satitb
I'e by which grand divisions no longer exist and districts taku their place
managers
with district
succeeding
general superintendents, a large number of Santa Fe officials find themselves somewhat removed from the
scenes of their former work. Form r
General Manager Hurley will not
come down Albuquerque way any
more officially and Former General
Superintendent sharp has had hU
headquarters moved from Ia Junta
to Newton.
The total mileage of tho Santa Fe
lt
0.200 miles.
Tli.it part of the
read under Mr. Hurley's supervision
has more miles of rails thun many of
the easf rn systems, but under tho
new order of things he. will be able
t
visit any part of hi section in a
day' I Me.
,
1'. C. Fox, who was general
rinlendent of the Eastern grand division now has charge of the eastern
section including the Eastern, Kansas City, Missouri and Illinois divisions.
His headquarters will remain
in Topeka.
C W. Koun, general manager of
the western section, will have nls
headquarters at Amarlllo.
H. J. Parker, who has been general
superintendent of the central gra:id
division with headquarters at Newton
has been transferred to la Junta,
where he w ill have charge of 'one of
the districts. Avery Turner, who has
been vice 'president and general manager of the Eastern Hallway of New
nuperln-ttndeMexico, becomes general
of the other district, with
headquarters nt Amarlllo, Texas.
Other changes In the engineering
and other departments to conform
with the new operating system, will
likelv be made within a short time.
u-- p'

GRAND

DIED ON THE TRAIN
THE SIGHT

Conductor nil No. 10 Made (irewsome
I'lud When He Tried ui Awaken
PuwM'iijrer.

Yesterday morning when the conductor on twin No. 10 called "Albuquerque" through his train, a passenger in the smoking car continued to
recline on his elbow, apparently
asleep.
"Albuquerque, Albuquerque,"
the
conductor called in the man's face.
"Thirty minutes for breakfast." And
he took hold of the man's arm to
shake him. Then he drew back. The
man was dead and had been dead
foi nome time.
An ambulance was summoned anJ
the body was taken to Strong llroj.
morgue. In one pocket was a ticket
Mexico,
reading Aguasealientes,
lo
Denver, Colo., a gold watch, ome paper and $S In money. A Brotherhood
of locomotive Engineers' card show
ed the man to have been a member
oi that order. The local order was
notified and Engineers H. J. Header,
F. A.
and C. Fox were designat
ed a. committee to take chargu of
the dead man's affairs.
A trunk check found on the body
secured a trunk beloniflng to the man
and a number of letter, most of
thim addressed to J. 11. Halllday
identified the man. but nothing among
the man's effects gave a clew to any
personal letters,
relatives. .Several
were
evidently from a sweetheart,
signed "Grace," but they gave no
address. An autopsy held over the
McLandress
body yesterday by Dr.
and Dr. De Da V'ergn found heart
disease to have been the cause of
death.

Ie

PLANS TO i l lti: BY MI'MC.
The healing by music will ultimately be accepted as the panacea for
hundreds of cases of disease which
now baffle physicians Is the belief of
Christine
a Boston woman, Mi.--s
Brown, who has founded a new
health cult there.
"The secret of cure lies entirely In
seductive
sweet, melodious. and
strains of music," she says. "Musical harmony Is a fundamental law of
the Inner self. To be well, our bodies mu-- t not only be In tune with the
with
M lf within, but also In accord
I
believe that
external conditions.
music, scientifically employed In prisons and asylums for the demented,
will eventually become the means of
eformlng criminals, arid will result
in a steady decrease in the thousands
whi now crowd the insane asylums.
It is not necessary that a person
sense or
should posK'Sn an arti-il- e
thut a sufferer shoo, even have a
musical ear to obtain th- - beneficent
flee ts of harmony."
Huston dispatch
to New York Tribune.
1
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Simon Gareia's hoi- dies and spring wagon-tri:i('all at my stor
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riys. sad-fo- r
country
120 J North
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Bii'.'jies! .lust received, ii I I ir car load. Get our low
price-.- .
Carriage
Co.,
Mtinqucl'qiic
if I ml Tijeras.
1
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ELK FIESTA

PLANNED

NEXT

Collapsible

MONTH

The Klk Building Will lie Thrown
rH-- t
to the IMiblie and Many
Attract ing Are Planned.
The next big social event of prominence will be the grand Filks Fiesta
w hich will be held in the Elks' building, beginning May 10 and lasting
six days. The entire building w ill be
thrown open and each room will
contain a different kind of amusement. A vaudeville entertainment
will bo given In the theatre both afternoons and evenings. Another room
will be utilized for refreshments, another for dancing, still another for
hide shows.
This last room promises to be the
most entertaining of any. Here will
many wondrous features
be seen
never before shown in this city.
Among the most Interesting will be
a "Brother Hill," who was recently
captured sixteen miles south of Isleta
drinking red lemonade with his right
hand. Another pleasing feature of
the fiesta will be tho "Anvil Chorus"
from Anheuscr, which will be led by
Brother Anderson. "Pye" Wilson of
the Farr meat market, Is iffioked for
an exhibition of butcher knife throwing. He will be assisted by William
Swcltzer, the tonsorlal artist. An especially constructed coat of armor
has been ordered for Mr. ' Sweltzer.
After considerable coaxing Roy McDonald, the short change artist, has
consented to give a slight of hand
performance.
Mr. McDonald will be
assisted by his famous trick dog,

"Nlcodeemus.".'
Down stalm In the billiard room a
billiard contest is scheduled between
two Chinamen, L,e
Huy Fong and
One Lung, by name. These billlard-ist- s
were recently Imported and will
use their own queues in this contest.
O. A. Matson has ben selected to uct

Heir
in original and novel
designs are among
lately arrived goods.
We have them in
black, blue, green and
gray, with all "modern improvements"
They range in price

From $8.50 to $17.50

Mabeirt

West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

t
I

I

Stewart Ranges
I
Every

The
Best

WHISKEY AND CIGARS

Made

ST0LEN1FR0M SAEOON
The Atlantic IlohlMMl of Stock, and
Indications Arc Tlwt Hoys Did
the Work.
eight
of a gang of confessed
With
juvenile thieves in Jail, the security
with which the police retired
lust
night was rudely broken this morning
by another burglary, bearing all the
signs of having been done by boys.
When the Atlantic saloon was
opened this morning, the proprietors,
Eix & Motsenbacher, were surprised
to find a large part of their bottled
stock gone. Just how much they
were unable to say. Many bottles of
whiskey and one box of cigars cannot be accounted for. A broken pane
of glass In one of the rear windows
thowed where the thief or thieves had
entered and departed. The hole was
so .. small that only a small person
could have gotten through It.
Saturday night the home of Officer
Highbargaln,
611 West Marquette
avenue, was entered, but very little
was taken.
Mr. Highbargaln was on
his beat in the business section and
his wife was out shopping, early In
the evening. When she returned
about 10 o'clock a light was burning
in the house and drawers had been
rummaged.
Florencia Apodaca and Leopoldo
Luna, two of the members of the
gang which had been robbing stores
for some time past, were arrested
here last night and placed In the
city Jail. This morning William Dolde
of North Second street, whose place
was broken Into some time ago, and
Mr. Farah of Furah Bros., West Cen- tial avenue, another victim of the
band, awore out warrants charging
Apodaca and Luna with burglary.
Fred Luna, Leopoldo Mondragon and
the Wagner boy will lie arraigned on
the same charge. The latter three
are In the county Jail. Simon Mon
dragon took no part In the robberies
of the J. A. Maloy store, the Farah
Bros.' store nor William Dolde's place,
contrary to statements made that he
had.
He Is very indignant
about
what has been said regarding these
stories and has requested that they
be denied.
LABOR

See the new "Royal Stewart"
Combination Coal. Wood,
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ALL THE WAY UP
g
From the foundation to the shingles) on tha roof, n are
Bnlldliig Material Cheaper than joa bare bought fo
ma ay years. Save at least 26 per cent and
sel-In-

BUILD NOW

UNIONS PLAN

Rio Grande Material

SMOKFR FOR'THUHSDAY

PHONE 8.
It Will

J

Consolidated Liquor Go.

He a "Gel Aequalnied"
M111 Art; All

Lumber Co.

OOn.VKH THIRD AND MAItQUETTaV.

Af-

fair and I'nioii

Invited.
"get acquainted" smoker is being planned by the members of the
local labor unions to be held In the
Odd FellowH'
hall next Thursday
evening at 8:30 o'clock to which all
members of the various unions are
Invited to be present. Cigars and
will be served during the
evening and speeches will be heard
from Judg George 'ruig and W. I.
Melealf. Music for the occasion will
oe furnished by the Cavunaugh orchestra and an enjoyable evening's
entertainment is anticipated.
Members of the following unions
will lie in attendance and In addition,
iveiy man who carries a union card,
whether he is a member of u local
union or not, Is cnrdhilly invited to be
( 'arpeiiti'i s.
pieseiit:
Stonemasons,
In ickinasons. bakers,
bar-I- n
printers,
rs,
workers,
ra lu.lv conductors and railway or- electrical worker, painters and
plumbers.

'OLD RELIABLE."

A

bn-wei-

cigar-makers-

,

TOO LAT10 TO CLASSIFY.

Lm

THE

Cottin tent bookkeeper,
collector and general office man
wants position. Well known locally.
Local n ferences. Address J. A. M.
Citizen office.

ESTABLISHED

1873

O, PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest aud Most Exclusive Stock
the Southwest

FARM

of Staple

Groceries lo

FREIGHT WAGONS

KAILKOAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

mmttntiniisisii
Highland Livery

I
we

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

W.

LIVERY, 8AJ.E. FEED
TUAMiFEK STAB

;

14

Horns and Males bomkt
hanged.

11

What we mivc you on a hugy will
go a Inns way towards 11 new harness.
Albuquerque Carriage Co., Itrstand
., .
Tijeras.

1

Go-Gar- is

For theTTouthful

as referee. Other attractions too nu
merous to mention are being arrang
id and will be announced later.
Another meeting of the arrange
ment committee has been called for
tomorrow evening and
will be appointed to aid In fur
therlng the fiesta plans.
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Best drivers

Proprietor of 'Sadie,'

the plculo wagon.

Our work U RIGHT in every
Ilubbs Laundry Co.
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APRIL 5, HM!.

UJHP

Of Ladies' S oiis and Coats Ever Held in Albuquerque
COMMENCING TUESDAY, APRIL 6TH, AT 10 A. M. SHARP
Our $25 Suits must go at
Our $25 Coats must go at $1GSO
Our $40 Suits must go at $27.50
18.00
Our 20 Coats must go at 13 .OS
Our 20 Suits must go at
1S.OO
Our 35 Suits must go at 2 5 .00
Our 15 Coats must go at
3.7 S

9.98

Our 15 Suits must go at

Our 30 Suits must go at

4.95

Our 10 Coats must go at

Do you remember our last December sale, which is still the talk of the town. THIS SPRING SUIT SALE is going to beat it. Come early as we will have a lim ted
number of these SUITS AND COATS, and they will go quickly, as our low prices will push them out.
X

213 5. Second St

THE PARIS FASHION SPECIAL TY

213 S. Second St.

1

TWO BIG CASES
TO BE TAKEN
TO HAGUE
United States Appears In Important Disputes Which
Will be
Arbl-trate-

d.

Washington, D. C, April 5. Again
She good offices of the International

Court of Arbitration at The Hague
are to be Invoked to settle important
international disputes, this time n
matters in which the American government in vitally interested. It will
not be thi' firm occasion in which recourse has been made to that august
tribunal In Issuer In which this government has figured, the cases of the
Pious Fund of the Callfornlans and
of the "preferred creditors" of Venezuela which were awarded preferential treatment following a blockade
of her porta, both having been passed
on by the court and each of Importance to the United States. Neither
of them, however, are regarded of
as great consequence as that, primarily, of the interpretation to be
placed on article one of the treaty of
1818 touching the rights of Americans to fish In the waters of Newfoundland and, secondarily, the issues
to be arbitrated as a result of the
agreement recently reached between
Mr. Buchanan, the American special
omez
commissioner and President
of Venezuela, both of which are to go
to The Hague. The "compromise"
negotiated by .Secretary Root with
Ambassador Hryee which incorporates the fisheries dispute to be arbitrated, has been ratified by the Senate and thp two nations Interested
have agreed on the arbitration. In
submitting to The Hague so Import

ant a principle as that Involved In the
fisheries controversy both the American and the Hritish governments are
giving that tribunal a prestige In the
initial stages of Its existence which
is regarded diplomatically ns an International occurrence of the first
magnitude and one calculated to have
gnat Influence in inspiring similar
action by other nations burdened
with international disputes, which if
not adjusted, may lead to serious results. The findings of the court will
be awaited with the greatest interest
and Impatience by the New Knglnnd
fishing interests for It means much
to that hardy class of men who yearly make
the Newfoundland shore
their rendezvous and who supply a
large portion of the northeastern markets with fish food products. Their
treaty rights have been questioned,
their work interfered with and they
have suffered from the attempted enforcement of certain local laws or
regulations the privilege to enact
which has been warmly contested by
this government. The disputes are
of long standing and each country
confident of the correctness of its
own contentions Is expected to abide
by the decision of the court. Because of the long time allowed for
the preparation of the case, the submission of arguments, etc., it will be
more than a year before the questions
In dispute are fully before the tribunal for decision.
Years of effort and arguments by
the state department failed of success In reaching a basis of settlement
of the disputes with Venezuela, which
finally came as a result of suggestions made by President Gomez, after
Castro left Venezuela and when that
country was being harassed by the
action of the Dutch war vessels, sent
there by Holland following the breaking off of friendly relations between
the two nations. Secretary Boot received in a cordial spirit the advances
made by Gomez and sent Mr. Buchanan to Venezuela promptly with
full instructions to deal with the subject of the settlement of the claims
and the result of his labors are said
to be satisfactory alike to both state
department and to the South American Republic. The strained situation
which has preceded Mr. Buchanan's
mission for so long a period was a
source of regret to Secretary Root
who has taken a great deal of In- -
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How Uncle Sam's Whiske
Test is Outdone
There's a little green Government stamp over the cork of
every bottle of the famous Cedar Brook Whiskey the aristocrat of all whiskies since 1847.
That little stamp means Uncle Sara has marked it as having complied with all his requirements as to purity, being
straight, 100 proof, full measure and aged four ye irs or more.
That little green stamp means Government supervision
from the raw grain to the bottled product.
It's a pretty severe test, this of Uncle Sam's, but the name

m

Wm. H. McBrayer't

terest in the wi ll being of our sister
republics to the South and he pointed
out that the American government
had on repeated occasions intervened
as n friend in need in behalf of Venezuela to relieve her from disagreeable and dangerous complications
with other powers. That a majority
of the disputes lire to go to The
Hague is regarded favorably, for It
removes any opportunity for charges
of force or intimidation, wihch might
have been made against this government had they been settled directly
between the two countries. The willingness of the 1'nlted' States to thus
dispose of tliein, it is pointed out,
demonstrates to the nations of this
hemisphere, its faith in the honor
and fairness of the court, leaving to
the fate of that tribunal questions
affecting the interests of countries
In which this government, In some respects exercises n paternal interest
and in whose behalf it nlways stands
ready to uphold the Monroe Doctrine.
Various phases of three disputes
go to The Hague as a result of Mr.
negotiations,
namely:
Buchanan's
That of the United States and Venezuela company which claims it has
been deprived of the right to mine
asphalt to to build a railroad; that
of the Orinoco corporation which
claims large concessions covering iron
mines, asphalt privileges and hardwood concessions; and the cause of
company
the Orinoco Steamship
which claims exclusive rights of navigation on branches of the Orinoco
river. In the two latter cases the
court is to decide primarily whether
the judgments of previous arbitrations of umpires were correct and
are to stand and if not then tin y are
to be heard on their merits. Three
arbitrators are to be ippointcd and
as in the case of the fisheries dispute
more than a year will elapse before
a decision Is rendered.
On the part
of the United States the ease will
not be a formidable proposition, ns
there is already a mass of data bearing on them available which formed
the basis of the argument made to
President Castro in behalf of arbitrat,
tion. Although complicated to
after all, questions of fact
largely predominate, unlike the controversy over the Newfoundland fisheries where specific interpretation of
an existing treaty will form the burden of the work of the court.
After Castro declined to arbitrate
the disputes either separately or collectively the state department passed
the whole question up to Congress
but no instructions were given for
the guidance of the department to
proceed to force a settlement. There
appeared to. be no general public Interest manifested in the controversy
warranting any drastic action and
the matter was allowed to lapse. Finally the question was happily solved
when President Clomez expressed a
desire to resume friendly relations
which had been broken off by each
country withdrawing Its diplomatic
representative front the other, and
Mr. Buchanan was sent to Venezuela
to reopen negotiations for a settlement of the claims.
on by The
Controversies pass-- d
Hague including those of perpetual
leases, resulting from a disagreement
between Jannn on the one hand and
(lermany, France and C.reat Britain
n the other, touching the real meaning and seiio,. of certain i,rn islons
of treaties and agreement. between
them; the rights of certain Muscat
scows to v the 'en eh ting; and tl.c
Inquiry instituted by operation of the
court hetwicn (in at Britain and tins,
sia growing out of the North Sea
Hugger Bank lneidt lit w hen tile fir- :i.g of tile guns of tin liussiiin fleet
caused the loss of a boat and the
death of two persons belonging to
a British fishing fleet.
some-exten-
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Bottled in Bond
means that the test of Uncle Sam Is outdone that this
whiskey is ail the Government requires, and more.
The name Cedar Brook guarantees not only all that
Untie Sum requires, but also quality supreme, a wonderful smoothness and flavor, a delicacy and a richness
both its own and incomparable, and that it is aged six to
eight years beyond mere governmental requirements.
The name Cedar Brook means the choicest grains
and the finest of pure spring water.
There are other whiskies able to pass the routine
examination of Uncle Sum, but there is no other whiskey equal to the Cedar Brook test remember that.
At all places where good liquor is told.
JUUUS KESSLER & CO., Di.tillers
Lawrence burg, Kjr.
-
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receivers and the full service of news,
music, etc., the subscriber to pay the
expense of installation and removal,
generally about $S.50.
The service
begins at 8:Ii." a. m., when a buzzing
noise, loud enough to be heard across
a large room and lasting fifteen seconds announces the correct time. At
9:30 the day's programme of important events is announced; that Is to
say, the ceremonies, lectures,
plays.
races etc. At 10 and 11 o'clock stock
quotations and general news Items
are given. At noon comes a second
announcement of the correct time.
followed by parliamentary nesw and
general Items of Interest. At 12:45
stock quotations
from the local,
Vienna, and Berlin exchanges and
general news. At 2 o'clock more par
liamentary and general news, and at
3 P. m. the closing prices of stocks,
meteorological forecast, local person
als and small items, and in winter the
condition of the various skating pluc-es- .
At 4 p. m. court and miscellaneous news. From 4:30 to 6:30 mili
tary music from one of the great
cafes or gardens. In the cveping the
subscriber may choose between the
royal opera or one of the theatres,
and later music by one of the orchestras. This programme Is sufficiently
varied to satisfy the desires of nil
classes of subscribers and in general
the service seems to give the utmost
satisfaction. .

WANT THIN MEN
IN CIVIL

SERVICE

(lOverniiient Desires Man for Assist
ing in
Car Where
Swice Is I limited.
Itefi-igerul-

Chicago, April

5.

A

thin man, one

ho will not take up too much space,
is wanted by the government to as
sist In the operation of refrigerating
w

machinery In a special railway car
for the prccoollng of fruits. An ex
amination to secure such an appoin
tee will be held May 5. The appli
cant must be a mechanical assistant.
with knowledge of refrigerating ma
chinery, the salary of this post being
from $HIH) to $1,200 a year. This va-- i
ancy now exists in the bureau of
plant industry, department of agriculture. The appointee must "be of
slender build to enable him to get
Into several corners of the car w here
the space is limited. The car will
travel In all parts of the country.
Tin-- :

.uoTH oi' m:v Mexico.

The population of New Mexico '
estimated to be 400,000, and it is increasing by immigration ut the rate
of 75.0110 yearly. In 190X, the assessed
i'd valuation of property was
For public schools the territory has y60, 000 acres of land. Jn
190S, the territory produced 2,530,000
tons of coal and 225.000 tons of coke.
100,000,000
The forests produced
The territory shipped 100,000 head of
cattle. In the territory are 5.000,000
head of sheep, and the wool crop was
IS, 000, 000 pounds. During the recent
panle not a single bank of the territory cloeed. The wealth of the territory Increased $25,000,000 In 1908.
and
V is the land of the sugar-bee- t
the cantaloupe and of orchard fruits,
Irrigaalfalfa and garden vegetables.
or in the
tion plants completed,
water
will
course of construction,
r.OO.flno acres.
These are government plants. One of them contemplates the largest storage reservoir
in the world.
The Earth.
0.

'

W

"
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THK COMING BATTlvF.SHlP NO MASTS, BRIIKIEK, JtlOCINC.S, SMOKESTACKS.
FlWN'BLd, AND
BATTLE. NO KAIMNUX. SMALL, BOATS Oft MEN IN SIGHT.
Washington,
April
A
totally , world or it will when It Is heard
Dread-naugh- t,
different battleship this is the ba
that the enormous 26,000-to- n
tieship of the future.
battleships of Great Britain
It will be long and rakish and low are to have engines of this sort.
Acoordiug to the well authenticated
a many
thousand
horsepower
WANT CLEANER TOWN
launch, of 20,000 or 30,000 or 40,000 Information here eoal Is still the fuel
or goodness knows how many thous- of the vBritish Drradnuught, but in- stead of heating btenm for engines of
and tons displacement.
Have Organized to Make .National
Six revolving turrets, carrying the the ordinary type, the coal itself is
Capital the SMtless Town of tlio
gas
heated
and
the
produced
run
is
heaviest guns, and nrransed in steps,
Country.
cylinders,
into
Is
It
where
exploded,
highest in the mlddb these will be
as the gas from gasoline by Its
the only parts of the new warship Just
explosion furnishes power to run the!
Washington, April 5. Washington
visible above the gunwale.
automobile. In a word, the principle club w omen as "white wings" are
So rapid Is the transformation now ol
lite petrol engine
ol the per- bent upon making the national capit
going on that even
naval experts fected power which and
has come into al a spotless town.
have to catch their breath and look general use with
The Twentieth Century club, whose
the development of
twice to believe their eyes.
our automobile, is to be applied on membership embraces many women
What will surprise most people is an enormous scale to the latest en- ot Washington's best known families,
the news that the smokestacks are t gines of naval war.
at h meeting attended by several hungo overboard.
Already our navy has
dred members, adopted resolutions
advantages are obvious,
The
The
e
done away with the
fighting auge smoke clouds are done away which were presented deriding the
masts, as they were culled. and the with. The
hvoniing
funnels are littered condition of some of the
pbiTM
of our naval experts
abolished.
With
smoke
stacks gone streets and pledging the
light there is not only less target
p'ate the rapid substitution
and
their
friends
the or themselves,
towers, which in th 'if i ! my and less destruction wfor
their neighbors in picking up the parought
appearance
suggest
an
Inverted by the striking missile, but more pers on streets and parkings In the
w astebasket.
These hav been tried j room remains for the operation
of vicinity of their homes on "Thursday,
Uses the guns. Now the
and found adequate for all
April 15. at
o'clock in the mornswing
turrets
and
served by the lighting tops and mili- shoot in all directions without I' t or ing.'' Kach member of the club is to
tary masts, whose small caliber gunn hindrance.
of women on
head a
were shown in the Japanese-Russia- n
tip' block where her home is located.
The modern Dreadnaught
is
a
war to be entirely useless and whose ship with six turrets built in terrace
heavy metal work were so much fashion. That is to cay. No. I turVAIil'AllLK COM, DEPOSIT.
more target for the missiles of the ret at the bow Is enough lower than
nemy. The admiral's bridge and the No. 2 turret s
The deposit of coal east of F.ngie,
that No. 2 can swing
woodwork of the pilot house have its guns and shoot
over
Xu. 1. N . in Sierra county, New Mexico, is givalso been condemned as superfluities. 3 can shoot over No. 2. No. 4 Is en an added value by the construcThe great stride anrad which has high enough to shoot over No. 5 and tion of Klephant Butte dam In the
It Is of goad
been adopted by tireat Britain Is the No. 5 can train its guns and sho it HIq Crande near by.
installation in their newest type of over No. S. The higher turrets are cpiallty and will be used ill making
Dreadnaught of what amounts to a lu the center of the ship and tin y steam by the government. The govgas engine. This type of engine, per- tdope down at either end.
ernment also Is preparing to use the
The only question which remains cement rock and gypsum which lies
fected in tile I'nited States, bus been
adopted by foreign countries for their as to the appearance of this new ntar the dam site. In all Its constructorpedo boatu and small destroye.s. t lie of w arship Is that touching tile tion of reclamation projects the govits own ceSo backwards, however, are we in lighter military tower. It is tliougat ernment manufactures
ment. From the natural forest
our naval construction that we have b some that It will be found necesnear by, the timber used ill the
not even kept pace w itli foreign na- sary to provide some point of eletions in this improvement. U comes, vation from which to work the fire construct'ou of the dam will be cut.
to all
and signals. Likewise a it seems that for every industrial,
the control
however, as a sumrise
mastiffs ship would be without the reed New MeXlc call supply the raw
proper elevation for the wireless niiiti'i ia1. 'I'll,' Karth.
rigging. It is quite certain, nevertheless, that any elevation added t this
Mom's This?
low rakish craft will be of the w oven ' W'c offer-OnHundred Dollars Rewe are ward for any case of catarrh that
wire mast variety such a
substituting now on our Anieilcaa cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
iron Cure.
ships in place of the old
CO.,
F. J. t'HKNKY
to take Cardul, for your femalo
iron
military masts, and the heavy
Toledo, Ohio.
troubles, because we are sure it
work of the admiral's bridge.
We, the undersigned have known
vill help you. Remember that
Although our navv denartment hn K. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
not come to the point of adopting the and believe him perfectly honorable
this great female remedy
type of engine which will do away in all business transactions and
with smokestacks, orders are ahviidy liiiiincially able to carry out any obI HUM II
( ut
which will strip the principal ligations made by his firm.
squadron of
editps jn our fighting
WALDINll, Kl.N'NAN & MAUVIN.
OF
what I lie sailors call their tophamper.
Wholesale Uruggists, Toledo, O.
The military masts, the admirals
Hall's catarrh cure is taken Inheavy
the
of
and
much
ternally, acting dirietly upon the
has brought relief to thousands of
rtork of th" forward bridge, are being blood and mucous surfaces of the
other sick women, so why not to
off.
taken
system. Testimonials sent free. Price
' you f
For heaJache, backache,
75 centa per bottle. Sold by all drugTo ltKXT By day or hour,
1 periodical
pains, femala weak
office, 1020; gists.
car.
well
touring
ness, many have said It is the
Taka Hill's Family Pills for conresilience, U3.
stipation.
best medicine to take." Try It 1
STAGE TO JEMr. LRAVKS 111
Sold In This City P,
VVKST CiOU) EYEHY MOHNI.N'U A T
Want ads printed In the Citizen
O (LOCK.
rlng result.
ffMHIIIIIV II, IWMWMirWHI
I

old-tim-

wire-wove-

n

I
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We Ask You

e

he-,i- y

Swept Over iHgnra.
This terrible calamity often happens because a careless boatman Ignores the river's warnings growing
ripplew and faster current Nuture's
warnings are kind. That dull pain or
ache n tho back warns you the kidneys need attention if you would escape fatal maladies dropsy, diabetes
or Bright's dlasease. Take Klectric
Bitters at once and see backache fly
and all your best feelings return. "After long suffering from weak kidneys
and lame back, one $1 bottle wholly
cured me," writes J. B. Blanken.-hlp-,
of Helk, Tenn. Only S0c at all deal-

1. 1 PIM
Til K X i:VS-TI- '.
i:
one nee,ts but to look a little way
into the future to see the
installed In every city. It
lias been In successful operation In
Budapest for several years where it
is owned and managed vy a private
corporation, whereas the regular tel
ephone system Is owned by the gov
ers.
eminent.
Jn Budapest the annual subscrip
The rapid tneream u onr buslnw
tion Is 17.31. paid quarterly In ad U due to good work and fatr treat
valu e, entitling the subscriber to two ment of our patror
ilubbs Laandr.
e

BATTLESHIP OF FUTURE WILL LOOK
LIKE A LOG WITH SIX BUMPS ON IT

r

o

Mas-I'lion-

e,

Monday,

april

5,

no.
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MALE HELP

A

FEMALE irELP
CLERKS

Clearing House for the People's Wants

ROOMS TO RENT

lassifi&d Mds

STENOGRAPHERS
BOOK

DAILY SHORT STORIES

KEEPERS

SALESMEN
AGENTS

Ity Frank II. AMlllams.
With a start Margaret Atcherly
heard some one cautiously comedown
the hall, try the door of the room,
and then she saw a man suddenly
enter and close the door swiftly behind him. In the
she
saw that he was tall and
For a moment he stood
by the door, listening Intently.
A
little gasp, which Margaret illy suppressed, drew him up In tense con
centration.
"Who's here?" camo his sibilllant
whisper.
The man moved forward a little,
and, unexpectedly, his head came in
contact with the one shaft of light
which pierced the gloom. The face
was that of Clayton Smith, her boyhood friend.
But now his face was
sadly seamed and lined by his experiences.
Why, Clayton," whispered
Mar
garet, softly, "what are you doing

HOUSES FOR SALE
RANCHES FOR

SALE-BUSINES-

OPPOR-TUNITCE-

S

MALE HELP

PROFESSIONAL

class gentleman
First
stenographer for out of town posi-

tion. Good salary, chance for advancement. Southwestern Business
Association, 201 Eitst Central ave.
MALE
HELP WANTED 190
month, $70 expense allowance at
start, , put out merchandise ftnJ
grocery catalogues;
mall order
house. American Hone Supply Co.,
111.
Desk 3S, Chicago,
we
will explain how we
WRITE and-pay any man $St per month and all
traveling expenses to take orders
Experience unnecesfor portraits.
sary. This offer made by the greatest portrait house in the world.
Write now before It la too late.
R. D. Martel. Dept. t0. Chicago.
TOUNG MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Service. Examination In Albuquerque May II. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured,"
Schools, 797
sent free. Ir,ter-Stat- e
Iowa Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
MEN Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
re making $300 a month, so can
you. Address, National Art and
Crayon Co., Dept. 447, Chicago.
MEN WANTED QUICKLY By big
Chicago mall order house, to dl- tribute catalogue, advertise, etc.
$21 a week; $(0 expense allowance
first month; no experience required.
Manager, Dept. 101, S8S Wabash
avenue, Chicago.

CARDS

FEMALE HELP

e

ivvsue

A lady

collector,

mar-rle-

d

or single, to collect a tew day
'

monthly for a California Installment house. Easy work, good pay.
References required. Address Box
144, Oakland. Cal.

WANTED
WANTED
Two second hand safes.
I. Dye. city.
aa?fts.
vTANTHD Second
hand

Hahn's Coal yard.

To buy large tract of
timber. Give full report, cash
price, location, shipping facilities.
also terms. I. C. Cockey, 226 Kitt
redge Bldg., Denver, Colo.
TANTED
Information regarding
farm ur business for sale; not particular a'aout location; wish to hear
from owner only, who will sell dl-- rt
tn buver; elvA mice, deacrln- tlon, and state when possession can !
be had. Address L. Darbyshlre, j
Box 1010, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED

AGENTS
$18 PER WEEK PAID ONE PERSON
In each county to handle our big
advertising combination. J. S. Selg- -

ler Company. Como Rlock, Chicago.
Agents to sell our line of
cigars with a new patent cigar
lighter. Can also be carried as a
side line. Address Crown Cigar Co.,
Milwaukee. Wis.
RESPONSIBLE men ti sell GasoExclusive
lene Lighting 5ystemB.
territory, attractive proposition to
right parties. Catalog free. Acorn
Brass Mfg. Co. Chicago, HI.
WANTED Agents make II a day;
seven fast sellers; big new Illustrated catalogue and samples free.
Commercial Supply Co., Box 1088,
Boston, Mass.
Positively make
$10 to
AGENTS
$20 daily selling the greatest phoever produced;
to art specialty
something new and unusual. L. K.
Nutter, Mgr., 4C4 Carroll ave., Chi
WANTED

cago, 111
AGENTS,
MALE OR FEMALE, can

14

make all kinds of money selling
my Pongee Swiss Embroidered
Waist Patterns and 811k Shawls.
Big money for you. Catalogue
mailed on request. Joseph Cluck,
21 Broadway, N. Y. city.
AGENTS ATTENTION! IMozo Cabinets guard the home from contagion and disease. Require no attention. Just hang them up, that's all.
People are buying them by the
thousand. Send at once for sample
and terms. Montana Sales Co., Dls- '
tributors. Butte, Mont.
Intelligent man or woWANTED
man to take territory, and appoint
canvassers to soli our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
Any

part or all or the first

SOLOMON

floor of

the Luna and Strlckler building Is
now ready for occupancy and will be
Any
responsible parties.
leaded to
alterations desired will be made ta
suit tenants. Total floor space, 12.
000 square feet. Basement same dimensions. Steam heat and all other
Apply W. 9.
modern Improvements.
Strlckler.

L. BURTON, M.

The man bounded

forward

and

cauKht the girl roughly, peering keenly Into her face.
"Why, why, Margaret." he exclaim
ed.
"I I'm glad it's you. There's
lly cop been parading up and down

Residence, 610 Sooth Walter Street.
Phone 1030. Office,
Harnett
Building. Phone.
17.

t

the hallways here for some time, and
I m afraid he wants mo," He glanced
away from the girl sullenly, ns he
dded: "I've sunk pretty low since
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.
knew you, Margaret the cop'g af
ter im for house breaking."
Honrs 10 to 13 and 3 to
House breaking,"
repeated the
Telephone 886
girl, uncertainly.
Rooms 8, 9 and 10, State National
Yes," he answered, and then burst
Bank Block.
forth. "Oh, I'm sick of It all! I'm
sick of the degradation of feeline
myself apart from my fellow men!
DENTISTS
want to turn over a new leaf! I
want to live honestly," The girl said
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
nothing, and he continued.
"Seeing
you again brings It all home to me
Dental Surgery.
what a wretched creature I have
been.
Long ago when we were boy
Rooms J and S, Barnet Hullding, and girl sweethearts, Margaret, you'd
Over O'KlMly's Drue Store.
never have thought I'd come to this.
Appointments Made by MU.
would you, Margaret?
I wanted to
the question which puzzles
Phone 744.
marry you then, and, by heaven, I
localwant to marry you now! But I I
most people intending to build home.
can't ask you, you to marry a com
DRS. COPP AND PETTTT.
mon thief. I'm a man yet, and I'm
ity means great deal to you and your family.
going to show you I am by cutting all
DENTISTS.
this out!"
convenient to your business and
a location
It was evident to Margaret that
Room 13.
Clayton was laboring
under some
to schools.
great stress. It seemed as though
N. T. Armljo Building.
the
wrung
his words were fairly
from
the most healthful location.
him. But, Impetuous as his love- EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
if
location,
get
was,
making
it thrilled her deeply,
l?est neighbors. It is very easy to
acknowledged to herself that her
p. m. She
a.
Office
19:80
to
boors,
tn.
Citizen
1
read
eart had never been touched by any
the one you desire most,
you
1:80 to I p, m.
one but him.
Suddenly Clayton grasped the girl
and you will find it.
Appointments made by mall.
tensely. Some one had turned the
806 W. Central Ave.
466
Phone
Citizen
properties
of
their
dispose
knob of the door. In a moment a
man had entered the room and like
Ads.
Clayton, closed the door behind him.
LAWYERS
"its tne ny cop:" Clayton mur
get
a
also
you
location
best
the
Besides getting
mured, In Margaret's ear.
R. W. D. BRYAN
The detective advanced cautiously
buy
can buy a house and lot cheaply, too.
Clayton waited until he had reached
Attorney at Law.
the center of the room, then he
kind until you read Citizen
property of
sprang forward. The detective was
Office First National Bank Building taken unawares. Clayton caught him
Albnquerqne, New Mexico.
do so means money and trouble saved.
around the neck and stifled his half
uttered cry with a strong grasp on
EL W. DOBSON
the throat. Clayton was much the
larger man of the two and in a moAttorney at Law.
ment he had compltely overpowered
I
the detective and gagged him. Then
Office, CrobweU Block.
Clayton caught the girl by the hand.
Albnqnaqne, New Mexico.
FOR REN1
FOR SALE
"Goodby,
he gasped, brokenly.
SALESMEN
"Some day when I have proved myIRA M. BOND
self to be a man, I'm coming back."
want FOR RENT 33 acres fine land, 25 FOR SALE Cheap. Pool table tn
SALESMEN WANTED We
The girl In turn caught Clayton by
acres in alfalfa, fenced, all under
first class condition. Inquire Nath
men capable of earning $50, $76 or
Attorney at Law.
the arm.
Alejandro Sandoval,
an Davis, Care Citizen office.
ditch.
$100 per week to sell rotary wind
"Don't leave me, don't leave me!"
signs. If you can get and mean
FOR SALE Cheap. Coffee mill fo Pensions, Land Patents, Copywrlgtita, she sobbed. "It wasn't
you, but me
business, write Albright Sign Co., FOR-REFour front rooms, for
grocery, S foot high. Practically
Trade
Letter
Caveat,
cop
Patents,
was after. I'm wanted for
tne
Muncle, Ind.
Apply Mrs. Doran,
housekeeping.
care
Davie,
Inquire,
new.
Nathan
Marks, Claims.
shop-liftinHe trailed me to thiB
educated
524 W. Central, rear. Rent reasonIVANTBD
An energetic,
Citizen office.
86 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C. building hours ago and I've been
man to sell the New International
able.
Typewriter,
Underwood
SALE
FOR
waiting, waiting for a chance to slip
In New Mexico; FOR RENT Four, 5, ,6 and 8 room
Encyclopaedia
good as new. Mtllett Studio.
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
away. Oh, Clayton, take me with you
splendid epenlng; state age, preshouses, also offices, rooms for
Furnishings of
and help me, too, to reform for I'm
ent employment and give referenhousekeeping. W. H. M (Million, FOR SALE
Attorney at Law
sick sick to death of my horrible
house, including piano, gas range
ces. Dodd, Mead and company,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold.
life!"
and new coal range. 225 North
Bhukert Building, Kansas City, Mo. FOR RENT Typewriters,
kinds.
Ave.
all
Office, 117 West Gold
Clayton, surprised, astonished, lookWalter street.
a ANTHD capable salesman to cevet
Bxchange,
Albuquerque
Typewriter
ed at the girl a moment and then unsingle
Thoroughbred
SALE
FOR
New Mexico with staple line. High
lit West Central.
resisted, placed his arm around her
comb Rhode Island Red and Buff
commissions, with $100 monthly
INSURANCE
and led her down the hall and out
Leghorn eggs, $1 per setting. 1411
advance. Permanent position to
of the building.
North Fifth street.
right man. Jeaa H. Smith Co., DeRooms
B. A. SLEYBTKR
troit, Mich.
cot
FOR SALE Two three-rooFORGETTING 1IKR AGE.
goods FURNISHED ROOMS at Grand Cen
tages , to move away. B. H. Ives,
Specialty, dry
ALESMAN
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Fourth and Santa Fe.
and furnishing; men covering speMiss Mary O'Neill, a newspaper
St
Central
Second
hotel.
tral
and
Public,
precific territory, (single states
writer, editor and author of books,
FOR SALE Or will exchange for Al
per cent commission; FOR KENT Nicely furnlshea houseferred), 7
was a witness this morning In Judge
buquerque real estate, eight fin
strictly
keeping
mode.'ii.
14,
rooms!
18
Rooms
Cromwell
Blk.
and
state present accounts.
fc'lover's division of the circuit court,
residence lots at Long Beach, Cal. Albuquerque
avenue.
702
Central
East
No.
Mexico
New
Handkerchief Co., 171
says the Kansas City Star. She tesApply at Citizen office,
tt
Broadway, New York.
tified for Mrs. Agnes Thomas of 119
FOR SALE A fine Ilardman piano,
A. K. WALKER
street, whose diEast Thirty-fourtnVANTEtD
goed aa new, beautiful tone.
Salesman to carry
vorced
Souvenir Post Cards as aide
Thomas,
husband. Theadore
chance to possess an Instrument of
Fire
Insurance
proposition. AUTHORS
brought a habeas corpus suit to obseeking
line. Money making
unexcelled make at Just half what
a publisher
$200
son,
Some of our men making
It la worth. On exhibit at Whit Secretary Mutual Bnlhllng Association tain custody of their
the
with
should communicate
monthly. State references. Gartner
son's Music store, 124 South Set
Theodore. Miss O'Neill lives at the
Cochrane Publishing company, 177
117 west Or u tray Avenue
A Bender, Chicago.
ond street, Albuquerque.
home of Mrs. Thomas und her mothTribune building, New York city.
er, Mrs. Annie Ross.
acgood
having
WANTED
Salesman
FOR 8 A LB Well established,
1IOTF.L ARRIVALS.
On cross examination the attorney
AUCTIONEER
paying business. Invoices about
quaintance with leading manufactfor Theodore Thomas asked:
urers of Albuquerque and surroundAddress P. O. Box 220, AlbuSI urges.
"Are you married?"
querque, New Mfx.
J. M. Sollle of the firm of SollJe
ing territory.
Must have general
M
Sioux I'lty, la.; Jno
f'allahan,
"No, sir." Miss O'Neill replied.
knowledge of machinery and beltSullivan. Hagun; W. A. Hoyer, Santa L.e ureten, 117 West Gold avenue
"How old are you?"
ing and be prepared to work on a
an
has
auctioneer's
obtained
G
license
(J.illup;
Fe;
Spears,
JaB.
Jno.
MONEY TO LOAN
"I am a full grown woman."
liberal commission basis as a regFitch, Socorro; C. E. Ooll, Denver; A for the purpose of serving the public
"What Is your age?"
in that capacity as well as doing an
ular or side line. Post Office Box
M." Patterson.
J. M. Hynd, Madrid
MONEY TO LOAN
"I u"i about GO."
Cash for good li. H. Newlee. Las Vegas.
140, Station C. Cleveland, Ohio.'
auction business at their own store
18, N. T. Armljo Bid.,
"K that as near as you can rcinem-be- r
notes.
on
Room
Thursday
week,
2:1
of
eaeh
at
salesANTED Honest, energetic
p. m.
your own age?"
to
2:30
1:30
and
Mr.
7:30
has
Sollle
o'clock.
Alvarado.
high
men to sell a general line of
K. I. Nesbit, Omaha; I.
"I
Murphy
experience
In
had
broad
haven't remembered my age for
the
auction
resgrade food products to hotels,
Riverside, Cal.; Grace Culver, Dc business in his yeunger days. With seviral years. 1 said I was not mar-rut,taurants, farmers, ranchers and TELEPATHY
WIRELESS. tnut;
Oscar Moreland. Toledo; Thos. bis close attention to business and th
ther large consumers. Experience
"Wireless telegraphy is a fact. We L. Hamilton, St. Louis; Ed Springer, polite and easy way in which he can
Judue Slover Joined in the laughter
you the have
we teach
annecessary;
It now, an, Just beyond that is Elgin. III.;
li. E. Twitcholl. Las Ve address the people, will assure him o' li. ..se in the court room.
business; exclusive territory. Our telepathy.
We will have that. liut Kiis: R. M. Jones. Denver; Geo.
success as In other days. The peoC
"This Is a very serious matter," the
goods are guaranteed full weight, it won't come
as a devil's side show Woolwer. Chi-ugno at'orney said. "Y"ti are under oath
J. W McNally. ple of Albuquerque can make
full measure and In every way preside, over by some
medium,
Ne.v York;
W.
Florence. Chicago mlstak In giving Mr. Sollle their and I think it is proper to be
meet tae reulrementi of all pure it will come under the guidance but
of W. C. Fank. Kansas City; F. W. Lee work.
food laws. Exceptional opportunprovidence," naid Dr. John Berlin, Wis.; Thos. Lynns, Silver City
divine
"It Is becoming Intensely serious tn
ity; write today for particular
Wesley Hill, Sunday night, at the Met- J. Ko.--s Thomas, Pol Stanton,
nie," the witness said. "1 am utiout
John Sexton A company, Whole- ropolitan Temple.
Words to
the Soul.
!0 years old and am
iot married
sale Grovsrs, Lake A Franklin sts.,
C "raise.
"Not lunjf ago I met a man, a
"Your son has conumption. His yet."
r?hlea
('has. Khenian. Santa Fe; M. T case Is hopeless." These appalllig
friend of mine, w it i whom I talked.
Judge
Slover smiled, and said:
' ALESMEN tnterestea
in Post Card Hp said to me. 'Think of a name,' and
iriaity, Morlartv. N. M.; R. K. Wat words were spoken to Geo. E. lilev-en- s,
"The court is HitisMcd regarding
side line, write for our new offer. 1 thought "f my mother's maiden h i n Isleta; A H. Hilton. San Antonio
age
a hading merchant of Springthe
of th" witness. She will not
Free sample outfit, highest com- name, anj like u Hash he wrote it J. K. Stephens, Ratlin; J. O. Russell field, N. C. by two expert doctors
be required to be mine explicit."
missions. We manufacture coma eard.
'flint I telepathy and St. Louis.
speciali-cone a lung
Miss O'Neill snilh d. and thanked
Then was shown
plete line of albums, stanJs, cards, tnat is coming. We will have it, but
the wonderful po er of Dr. King's th! Judge.
views. Continental Art Co.. Sl W. it s ill not come as a devil's side shnw
New Duii'overy. "fier three
weeks
Sao.
Monro St., Chlc-t.r.1.
pnvu'l, d over by a medium. It will
i:. 'itlett. Wash. II. C; F. G
writes Mr. lilevens, "he was a
THE
NM I. I'MR.
iil.l
Under
tnof
K
I
divine
r
Ft
rn.id.
dill!.
tie
Ket
lire
ueil as ever.
vnuld not take a!l
Everycne should intend the
MHSilAS WANTED for 10 who colli"'
(ir.-ieMi-Hi
s
ow
n,
a
pr.iv,
iilence.
miijsnr,
the money in the world for what It
has had experience In any line, to
meeting to he held at the ar- "Tile wirt let t, 1, ci'iiph w ill yet vii!
Ttiiu.; F. 11 Grant, Paris, N. did for my boy."
Infallible
iell general trade In New Mexico
tnory April 5 to discuns plans
e
Inlightning-liklie
flow beside the
M. L. A. Frlm he, Seymour, Ind.
and colds, its the safest, surtn unexcelled specialty proposition.
for the annual New Mexico fair.
-- omai!iloin
est cure of desperate lung disease
with Hi weekly ad- terchange "f th'iuvht tflepathy. We
prompt- The meeting will
z fin
on earth. 50c and $1. Guarantee satly at 8 o'clock and you should
vance for expenses. Our season are rominu to a new ra of the Intelcm
pens January 4th. The Continental lectual supremacy
..f man." New
WANT ADS
be there.
isfaction. Trial oottle free. All
York Times.
BRING RESULTS
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
A. G. 6HORTLE, M. D.

Attractive Locations for
New Residences

w

HERE TO BUILD?

The

a

You

a

that's

want

You want
but
any
Want Ads

want

through

Thousands
Want

bargain.
Don't

You

Want

any

u

FOR SALE.
brick residence on South Broadway, $0
foot lot, trees and outhouses.
Easy terms.
$3,000.00
Great bargain In
brick residence in the
Highlands, close In; lawn, fruit
and shade trees,
$1,900.00
A B room frame
house, modern, Fourth ward;
easy payments. A great bargain.
Ixta In new town of Rolen,
at original plat prices. Call at
our office for full particulars.
Cliolce vacant lots In city of
Albuquerque. See us before
buying elsewhere.
FOR RENT.
$8.00
house, near
shops on Pacific avenue.
$ 10.00
n ew
Comfortable,
house. North Eighth St.
$18.00 Modern,
N.
Eighth St.
$20.00
Adobe . .liouse, ,.7
rooms, bath, close In.
$16.00 A modern
frame, Highlands, close In.
$15.00 New,
house.
West 8ilver avenue, close In,
$25.00 New, modern brick.
5 rooms, near school.
Rooming house with
$20.00
tore room, close to shops.
modern,
$55.00 Furnished,
brick, facing
park; finest In the city.
$65.00
Hotel Henrietta. Is
brand new, never occupied, Is
modern, 27 rooms; fine location, a bargain.
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Having the only up to data
Abstract Books for the city of
Albuquerque
and county of
Bernalillo, and a competent
experienced
abstractor,
and
and conveyancer In our office,
to furnish
we are prepared
correct ABSTRACTS OF TITLE on SHORTEST NOTICE,
and at LOWEST PRICES.
MONET TO LOAN at 8 per
cent on first mortgage, In any
amount above $500.
NEGOTIATED
LOANS
MON EY INVESTED HOUSES
TAXES PAID
RENTED
and complete charge taken of
properties for residents and
$1,000.00

here?"

.

Physician and Surgeon.

You want

WANTED One neat apprentice girl
and one experienced seamstress at
Ideal Dressmaking parlors, room
33. Harnett building.
WANTED
Seamstress and appren-tlcdfm.'rmen;.
for dressmaking
Crane millinery and dressmaking
parlors, Fifth street and Central
WANTED

PHYSICIANS

fll

FIRE INSURANCE

broad-shouldere- d.

WANTED

J4s.i To

NOTARY PUBLIC
FICE.

OF-

Money
to Loan
HAVE $100,000.0$ to loan
on Albuquerque real estate, first mortgage only,
one to Ove years. In nun to
nit, at seven and eight per
cent, according to amount
and class of security.
If you need money and
have the right kind of security oo nie and see me.

Cor-ralle-

I

g.

Furnished

IN

219 Watt Gold Avenue

ySnUft

.

MOOR E

Real Estate, Loans,

semi-darkne- ss

LOST AND POUND

-

REALTY
CO.
Established 1883

OLl FRIKXDs.

MONEY TO LOAN

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

JOHN

HOUSES FOR RENT

SEVE-

m

--

A. Afon toy a

Duke-Macmah-

te

Business Opportunities

115 West Gold Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

h

$8,-00- 0.

.

."

o;

I

seri-ou-i-

."

Hair Dresser and Chiropodist
opthe Alvarado and next door to
8torge
cafe,
prepared to give
thereugm scalp treatment, do hair
rearing, trsat corns, bunion
and
Ingrown nail. Gh give
maasag
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini' own preparation of complexion cream build up ta skin and
improve
th
complexion, and la
guaranteed not to b Injurious, ah
also prepare hair tnlo and care
and prevent dandruff and hah-- failing ut, restore lit to dead hair, remove mole, wart and superfluous
hair. For any blemish of th face,

Mr. Bambini, at her parlor
posite
1

call and eonsult

It

Mr. Bambini.

Ittt1

un

.

.

-

11

;

.1

--

.

;

s

o

not what you pay for advertising but what advertising
PAY8
YOU, that makes it valuable. Our
rates are lowett for equal service.
Is

KILLthc

mo

couch

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King:

Jew Discovery

F0RC8sHS.

AKOUL THHOaT N0

LUNG

TROl'BUa.

GUARANTEED SATISFAC'lOBl
V
MONEY .REFUNDED.

'ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

AGE EIGHT.

MONDAY,

Apnir i, iwo.

It Makes a Great Deal of Difference
Central

t

X-wes-

Av&

Dainty Shoes

l

For Easter

ikik

vi: ori Ki: vor
from our fnuntnln of joy without
n
Is. There s nothlnR thnt
w ill
refresh iind enllvi n you like' a
To sny it is le- Kliiss of Our SihIii.
lii lou In hut the plain truth. It could
not 1p otherwise.
We use none out
the bent find iiiivvt niiit- rlals, which.
combined In a liiveriitfe, make tiiej
favored neetnr of the gods a pretty
poor drink.
RCirUTT OANTY CO.
IKr North of P. O.

When you go to church or for a walk on
Easter morning, do not overlook the important
pair of shoes will serve
fact that an
a complete outnt.
finishing
to
touch
as the
And we are ready with all the newest
models in Men's, Women's and Children's Footwear at prices that will agreeably surprise you.
up-to-da- te

IFLQe-n.wg-Itd-

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS

1

foot Is properly shocl.

'

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
Stoves, Ranges, House Furnishing Goods,
Cutlery and Tools, Iron Pipe, Valves
and Fittings.
Plumbing, Heating, Tin and Copper Work

Strong Brothers

VJTT"

73

Meat's jaw'-'.-

j.--

n second

Suits $22 to $35

t

mcr

We have both makes.

low in plain figures.

Wl Ifl

LtlJlil
TELCPHONF r

Lady Assistant

The Central Avenue Clothlsr

The Leading
Jeweler

N.

w

1

I

!

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

able styles
and children

In
In

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

E. L. Washburn Company

Distinctive Pattern Hats for
They are In great harmony of
color and design, and in endless variety. In such variety there can be no
d )ubt of our pleasing you.

Viwt

Oiitrul

Select Your Easter Hat

From our large assortment. Models of Paris hats made in all
correct materials. An endless array of beautiful designs
from our own workrooms.
Sl'KCIAL DISPLAY OF CHILDREN'S HATS.

May be springy and balmy; if so a
Stein-Bloc- h
X
Smart Spring Suit. If cool
I ivid wintry same plus a smart Stein-- l

i

Another Shipment

"A Cure for Hheumatism"' will be
the feature picture at the Colombo
theatre tonight and It Is one of the
funniest ever placed on a local canvas.
An old rheumatic is attacked
by a swarm of bees. The other films
tonight will be "The Voice of the
Violin" and "A Home at Iawt."
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Crum enter
tained a number of friends at a bis
cuit party yesterday evening at their
home on South Seventh street. The
guests were: Prof, and Mrs. Watson,
Davis,
Violet Ue Tulllo. Katherine
Myrlam Cook, Daisy Huntzinger, Mrs.
Marie Hauman, Messrs. Allvn Keller,
A.

IHurtner,

but they both

flu

$18.00 to $30.00

We'll Please or Butt
We rlll meet any competition

Phone 251.
Office, Corner Granite and First

AUCTION

Paragon Trousers

Stetson Hats

REMEMBER

Corner Gold Ave, and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

.

(Mice

v;iges.

At tend

the..

Grand Easter Ball
at Armory

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.
Ill

:

Ilbuqnerque.

-

i

OF WANTABIJE SPUING GOODS.
Men's
Boys'
Men's
Boys'
Men's
Boys'
Men's
Men's
Boys'

MONDAY, APRIL 12
Modern Brotherhood
of America
AuMittoioN $1.00

Suits
Suits

$10,112.50
$2.25
good shoes
$1.50
good shoes
$1.10
hats
$1.00
hats
25c
. . . .

and fit
to $3.71
to $4.09
to $2.(0
to $3.60
to $1.11

work pants
$1.00
dress pants
$2.00 to $4.00
Knee Pants, 40c value
25o
Good, stout school pants
(Oo
Men's odd vesta
50c to $1.25
Men's odd Coats
$150 to $2.5t
And hundreds of other bargains.

CASH

Lauuu Fukk

BUYERS' UNiOS
122

Ntrlb iieood

WM. POLBE.

Prep.

Fresh Groceries and
Meats
Richelieu

When you come to Albu- querque lor the show, stop at

Products

Hotel

Richelieu
Canned Goods
Home Dressed

118!. West Silver Avenue,

Furnished rooms, clean,
4

1 116 West

Gold

Phone 235

I

Craige

Poultry
Finest Steaks
and Chops

Given by

J

PHARMACY

SALE! SALE!

207 West Gold Avenue

TRY US

Nurse girl.

Wanted

i

PHARMACY

Richelieu Grocery

Employment

2 Sternly Job. Oooil

HOFFMAN 1494 T. W. SCHMALMAGK 1442
OCO. B. WILLIAMS 1109

Went Central Avenue. Blue Front. Phono 789.

ALVARADO

113$ West Central Ave.
husky
workers.
Wanted GooJ

One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:

& Co.

Bring Us Your Prescriptions

Is the Hest Tlace in Town to Kat

In Case of Emergency

Briggs

DRUGGIST

AZTEC FUEL CO.

The Home Restaurant

5

WHITE WAGONS

r.

B. II.

Occidental Building

J Colburn's

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

t4

COAL

ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AND
PINION WOOD.
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP, $5.6.
NUT, M.S5.

A

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

C. O.

205 South First Street

BEST AMERICAN BLOCK

interested
the printing trauea will be interested
m learn that thev can secure the In
land Printer of O. J. Kraemer. at Tn
Citizen office.

Bloch Overcoat.
My,

SKINNER'S?

Coal Coke Wood

and Market

txx

Salt Fish

col-le-

at Joe Richards' Cigar Store
I

BLACKBERRIES, 20c

You will find today's news In the
It wan after
as well as instructive.
Evening Citizen.
his graduation from Harvard '
that Mr. Lummis walked across
accumulating
facts
the continent,
that he has since then used In books
and magazines.

-

11

20c

v

Rooming House

X

BLUEBERRIES,

A veil nr.

MINNEAPOLIS

UJCxjcxxjixxxxAXXxxxxxxjoucxw juuuuuuuucjoouooourjuoc

20c, 2 for 35c

I Welvart Millinery and Art Studio
S12

APPLES

MONARCH

Friday morning. March 9. at 10
o'clock sharp, in the itrcenleaf buildnear
ing. 122 West Silver avenue,
the pnstotllee, I will sell the handsome
furniture of Mr. ('lias. K. Xewhall's
home. (loods are high class and tit
for any home. Sale consist in part (14 South Second St., corner Iron.
11
new iron beds. Reoma for
of kitchen utensils, dishes, dressers,
Single room,
11.11
hirdseye maple furniture, portielres, housekeeping.
aer
week. Ne Invalids received.
two chiffoniers, couches, china closet,
handsome Buffalo piano. Iron beds,
center tables, hall tree, writing desk,
many fine chairs, carpets, two fine
sets of harness, etc. Oh. well, call
Thursday before saband convince
SCOTT KN'IUHT,
yourselves.
'
Auctioneer.

(iNCJOUI'illi.VTEH)

April

Try for some of
your pies

millinery for misses
straws and all mater-

ials.

4 Treas.

East or

is about gone

We arc making a special showing
week In all thf new and fashion-- 1

Printers and other

!

:
:
t

FRESH FRUIT?

lirowning.

-

E. L. WASH BURS, Pres.

tlii

It. W. Arena, Klwood
Albright, M. J. Mc(5iiinnes and F. L

piece
Oar stuck Is
We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods

PVPPITT
I
JLil

Many Models for
Misses and Children

(.

to reduce stock.

Wait SllvrAwno
J.JJ
Atbuquerqu. U,

Wllliihl

Mrs. R. B. Patten

YOU BUY

livery and boarding stable

This store is the ho re of
S: Marx clothes

Hart Schaffner

Copyright lyog by
Hart Scbarfocr Be Mars

of

o-ir- -

DATTFDSftN
I 1

ff

clothes; and they're always
the tin est tailoring
in the world, the most perfect style; we'll fit you right
both your person and purse

PHONE 72.

oooooooooorjoo
rotooooooooooo
WHEN
CUT GLASS ASK FOR
i a...
n .
no lar
rnone 010 :
t 010
HAWKES, OR LIBBEY
w.uenirai nve. ni
marked very
large. Every
I

Hart Schaffner & Marx

ffflaioy's

tht Occidental Life.

ltigular meeting

LADIES SHOES OR OXFORDS $1.50 to $6.00
W

HIGH GRADE

Will necompuny them to New
York,
from where they will leave on the"
Hive
Alamo
steamer
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria
tomorrow afternoon at odd Fellows' f"r Kurope.
hall.
J. H. O'Ki.ily, general manager for
Don't forget the big shoe sale now the occidental Life Insurance com121 pany, left
going on at William Chaplin's,
last night on a ten days'
West
Central avenue. Florsrr.'lm trip mid will visit a number
of Occshoes for men at cost.
idental agencies before returning.
manager
HarF.
Huekel,
J.
of the
James Wiikeison of the Albuciuer-iii- e
vey system, was a visitor In the city
Wool Scouring
mills, returned
yesterday from Kansas 'ity.
last night alter a two months' visit in
Mrs. M. A. Higelow, of the Alvar-ud- o hi old home in oliver,
X .H.
Mr.
news stand, is confined to iter Wllkerson also visited other eastern
home on Kast Central avenue suffer- points of interest.
ing with a severe attack of tonsllitls.
Stated conclave of Pilgrim
M. A. Iluss, the timber expert, left
No. 3. K. T., this evening at
Colorado, 8 o'clock. Important business meet
last night for southern
where he will remain for some time ing. All visiting Sir Knights are corInspecting timber.
dially Invited. By order of the K. C.
Born, to Mr. and, Mrs. Ellston K. Harry Braun, recorder.
Junes of Globe, Ariz., a girl. The
Louis HuniiiK and daughter,
father Is the oldest son of Fayette A. MisMrs.Dolores
If uning. arrived in the
Jones of this city.
city this morning from Los Lunas,
K. H. Hawkins, manager of the lowill leuve on the evening train
cal Postal telegraph ofllce, left last and
for New York city, from whence they
night for Las Cruees. where he was will
sail for JCurope, w here they will
called on court business.
remain for several months.
We have etirred the town with our
Jr., jeweler and
J. A. liarclu,
big
hoe sale. Reductions in all
styles of shoes for men and women. watchmaker, in enjoying a visit from
L. P. iSarcia, a brother who resides
Chaplin, 121 Went Central avenue.
at Mugdalena.
two brothers have
power Marsh a large herd ofThe
For Sule A
sheep In western SoMetz Motor motorcycle In first class corro county.
They say that sheep
order.
Tandem
attachment; $70; conditions were never better
in that
cost $220. Albuueriue Cycle and part of the country than now.
Co.
Arms
Charles F. Lummls of Los Angeles,
Mrs. J. Welviirt, of the
Welvart editor of the "Out West" magazine,
Millinery and Art studio, received and author of "A New Mexico Daanother large assortment of shapvs vid" and other books, passed through
and trimmings from New York last this city this morning en route to the
Open evenings.
week.
cast. Mr. Lummis is reputed as one
of the ablest of Indian story writers
Mrs. Alfred Orunsfeld and daugh
ter have left for Chicago, where they of the present age and his writings
ill be joined by Mr.' tirunsfeld, who on life in the far west are interesting

Our Shoes
are just as
serviceable as
Stylish. It
will pay you
to investigate

for this grand occasion with stylish and
We have therefore, provh'
serviceable footwear. Our shoes have a distinct tone and individuality of Btylc that will meet with your hearty approval, both as to
the looks and wearing qualities. When you buy a diamond you buy
It of a reliable firm, don't you? Exactly so. Because you know then
you get a diamond and no imitation. Why then not apply this rule
to your shoes, and get what you pay for? Our shoes are strictly reliable and guaranteed to give highest satisfaction. We solicit your
patronagCi

W

In

P. D. Hand of I.ns Vegas, is in the
city visiting friends.
.1.
M. Hynd mid A. il. Piitterson,
of Madrid, spent yesterday here.
P. T. Long was a guest at the
hotel yesterday, from Ctirii-Koz-

J1W..1H MJM'.iLLHHM.!tMWUMMIl!MJl

No Kaster Gown la complete unless the

ur

all-wool- ;

Insure

Gown.

win

Sm-oii-

l'

Add to the
Appearance
of your
New Easter

WWWW

nt

(Should you fall to receive Tlio
Kvenlng Oitizcii, ' cull up the
1'OHtal
Co., telephone
Xo. 86, and your paper will be
delivered ly speclul iiietwenRtT.

Stylish Shoes

d

-

Headquarters for Ladies' Fine Shoes.
mm

'.

j

$2.00 to $5.00
$1.65 to $5.00
$1.00 to $2.75

Kaster Shoes and Oxfords for Men
Easter Shoes and Oxfords for Women
Easier Shoes and Oxfords for Children

to you where you buy your
clothes; because, unless
you're a good judge, you
don't really know what
you are getting; there's always a lot of cotton-mixestuff on the market. That's
one of the strongest reasons for coming here; you'll
get h'ere

fcSWVUmOMMtrl

Ave.
1

-

.

.

v

re- -

I..: V t II. W H.

J. A. Wood, Prop.

